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Police Arrest Two Following Gun Battle Here
Officers Discover Men
Inside Water Building

Indian Planes Bomb Orphanage,
Officials Fear Toll Near 500

Alert members of the Murray participated in the shoot-out.
Police Department while on
Robinson first surrendered to
By United Press International on an orphanage by Indian aircraft attacks Wednesday
patrol duty at about eleven the police, and later. after
The Indian Air Force and planes buried hundreds of night killed seven crewmen
o'clock last night caused the Duchac was wounded, he
children. aboard the British cargo ship
Navy bombarded ports of
arrest of two Nashville, Tenn., surrendered to the officers,
Karachi and Chittagong in West Rescue workers lifting huge Harrnattan.
men.
according to local officials.
and East Pakistan today, chunks of concrete by hand said
The Indian Air Force has
The two men, Billy Gene
Upon investigation of the
they
had
recovered
30
bodies
inflicting heavy damage on
carried out almost daily attacks
Robinson, age 32, and David building after John H Trotter,
shipping. In Dacca, a direct hit and expressed fear the death on Karachi harbor and it is
Kevin Duchac, age 29, surren- superintendent of the Murray
toll among the children and in overlaid with a dense pall of
dered to the police officers after a Water and Sewer System, had
nearby shops and houses could smoke. Pakistan officials said
"heated gun battle" occurred arrived, it was found the safe in
be as high as 500 Pakistan the Indian planes also hit
between the law officials and the the office had been already
protested to the International civilian population areas, causmen involved in a breakin at the broken into and
the small
Red Cross.
ing heavy loss of life and
Murray Water and Sewer System amount of money from the petty
On the eastern war front, property.
at North 4th and Olive Streets. cash fund had been placed in a
Indian Defense Minister JagjiAt Chittagong, the main port
Both Robinson and Duchac money bag found at the scene, the
van Ram said the Indian for East Pakistan, Indian naval
have been charged with police officials said.
military had sealed all land, air forces thwarted attempts of
"Stealing From A Public
No other damage was reported
and sea escape routes to Pakistani gunboats to sneak out
Building" KRS 433.180, according to the Water and Sewer office
retreating Pakistani soldiers. from their bottled up positions
Pictured is one of the group of/the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club who will
office of Calloway County except to the safe and broken
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Rickman An estimated 37,000 Pakistani in the Bangle Desh port, India's perform in the Christmas program on Sunday at three p.m. at the club house. They are, left to right, to the
Judge
Robert 0. Miller.
window. Two bags of tools,
will observe their sixty-second troops were reported digging in eastern command spokesmen Mesdames John Thompson, Tommye Taylor, James Carlin, Keith Rays,0. B. Boone, Donald Story,
During the shooting Duchac allegedly used by the persons
wedding anniversary on Sunday near Dacca for a last ditch announced.
Don Burchfield, Max Brandon, and Rob Ray. The public is invited to attend.
was wounded in the left thumb charged, were confiscated try, lip"
December 12. They plan to go stand. India was broadcasting a
and left hip and was taken to the local law officials.
The
spokesman
said
the
over to Pans, Tennessee. Their steady stream of surrender
emergency room of the Murray'
Indians sank four gunboats
The City Police said no form of
son Macon Rickman will take demands.
Calloway County Hospital for transportation could be found at
them over.
On the Western front, 1,000 when they refused to surrender
treatment. He was later released the scene that had been used by
miles away across the Indian and that the navy captured two
and placed in the City Jail. the men arrested in the robbery.
,
Pakistani
merchant
ships
and
The author of the following subcontinent, heavy fighting
Robinson was placed in the
Superintendent Trotter praised
"God give us SERENITY to was reported still underway in was escorting them to Indian
The Murray Woman's Club will Calloway County Jail after the the efforts of the Murray Police
accept what cannot be changed, Kashmir but Ram said a ports.
present
a program of Christmas arrests were made by the City Department after their apSeveral
foreign
ships
includCOURAGE to change what can Pakistani offensive had been
By MICHAEL L POSNER cent investment tax credit for
music on Sunday, December 12, Police officers. No police officers prehension of the men charged in
be changed, and WISDOM to blunted there. Pakistan report- ing one American have been hit
WASHINGTON (UPI) —De- business equipment purchases,
were injured.
the robbery.
distinguish the one from the ed successes there and said its by Indian attacks. The captain spite opposition from organised repeal the 7 per cent auto and at 3:00 p.m, at the Woman's
The city policemen noticed
Clubhouse.
Both the offices of the Murray
other" is Dr. Reinhold Niebhur. troops drove across the Mannalabor,
the
House
was
expected
light
truck
excise
10 per cent
Continued on Page 16
tracks about the building and on Water & Sewer System and the
war Tawi River in the Chamb
to approve a compromise bill taxes, provide tax deferral for A variety of music for the
Christmas season will be investigation found that the south Murray Electric System were
An elephant broke his big toe district and destroyed two
today to cut corporate and U.S. exporters, give a tax
Local
presented by the Music Depart- window in the offset on the North broken into on the night of OcStudent
Hostess
and called for a big tow truck. Indian ammunition dumps.
individual taxes by $15.7 billigs deduction for babysitters hired
4th Street side of the Murray tober 4 of this year and an
ment of the Woman's Club.
over three years.
UPI correspondent Lemmy
by working parents, and set up Groups performing will
Water and Sewer Sytem had been estimated amount of $3,200 was
University Gallery
inelude
Oh, the joys of Christmas Pinna reported from Karachi At
The measure is a version of a tax-subsidized presidential
broken. The building was kept stolen from the Water and Sewer
the
chorus,
directed
by
Mrs.
decorating.
on the west coast of Pakistan Miss Phyllis Ann Turner, different bills which have been election campaign fund for
Josiah Darnall, and ensembles under-sarvellance by the police System, and $3,500 from the
that Indian warplanes sank a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hezzie approved by both House and 1976.
under the direction of Mrs. until the shooting was started by electric system. Both of these
We took in the flocked tree last Pakistani merchant ship today, M. Turner of Route 2, Murray, is Senate.
When House and Senate
James
Carlin and Mrs. Joe one of the men charged in the loses were insured, according to
night, and instead of going set another ablaze and severely a student hostess at America's The AFL-CIO sent House codferees worked
out the
Prince.
Soloists will be Mrs. breakin. Several police officers officials at the municipal offieeti.
Amoy& the patio door into the damaged a foreign vessel in largest university art gallery, the members letters urging defeat different House and Senate bills
William Porter, Mrs. Wayne
living room, we go through the attacks on the harbor
Collection of Sacred Art at Bob of the bill as a "raid on the last
week, the
campaign
back door and through the house.
Unconfirmed reports in Ka- Jones University, Greenville, treasury." But the proposal, financing provision became the Keller, and Mrs. Donald Story.
We get the flock all over us, the rachi said one of the ships hit S.C.
originally submitted by Presi- most controversial aspect of the Mistress of ceremonies will be
Mrs. Carlin.
floor and what have you. After was American. In London a A 1971 graduate of Calloway dent Nixon to stimulate the legislation.
this exercise in logic, we then get spokesman for the Gosland County High School, Miss Turner economy, was expected to pass. As it was approved by the The public is invited to attend.
The music is
out the vacuum cleaner and Steamship Company said Indian is a freshman at BJU majoring in The bill would cut individual Senate, taxpayers could desig- this concert.
spend the next thirty minutes
humanities in the College of Arts taxes, mainly through a ;750 nate $1 of their tax bill, for the planned to appeal to all ages,
Dr. Jack Baker, an associate and is married to the former
getting the flock off of the rug and
and Science. She is one of forty personal exemption for 1972 party of their choice. Nixon according to Mrs. J. D. Rayburn,
us.
professor at Murray State Leila Reese, Waterbury, Conn.
students especially selected for income and a higher standard warned for four consecutive program chairman.
University since 1967, has been They have one daughter, Amy, 3,
this position from the student deduction for next year. It days that he would veto the
named president-elect of the and live at 802 South 17th Street,
lights on the
Put some
body of over 4,500.
would also restore the 7 per entire
economy stimulating
Pyracantha and if you think *at
Kentucky Association for Health, Murray.
measure if that
provision
is child's play, forget it.
Physical
Education
and
Dr. Baker becomes the fourth
remained.
Pyracanthas have long thorns on
Recreation
at
the organization's member of the Murray State
The Christmas
Decoration
On the final day of the
18th annual convention in Health, Physical Education and
them and it seemed that contest for Murray and the imconference, Rep. Wilbur D.
everywhere we wanted to put a mediate area is again being
Lexington Dec. 3-5.
Recreation faculty to serve as
Mills, D-Ark., chairman of the
The Honda mini-bike, stolen
Dr. Nan Ward, also a member president of the state-wide
light, there was a thorn. One sponsored this year by the
conferees, won approval of a
November 1, from Kenn Perkins of the Murray faculty, received a professional organization and is
would think that gloves would be Garden Department of the
change to postpone the effective
Rainfall for the year 1971 listed as follows:.
at his home near Poplar Spring merit
award
from
in order for this chore, but they Murray Woman's Club.
the the third to be elected in the past
date
until
the
1976
elections,
Murray
is
through November for
Rakdall Normal
Baptist Church, was found organization in recognition of four years.
just do not work out. You just
Homes may be entered if they below the normal fall, according
thus making it ineffective for
Wednesday about 2:30 p.m. in a "outstanding service in her ef5.19
Jan.
2.13
have to do the best you can, are within one mile of the city
Rex Alexander served in that
the 1972 contest.
to John E. Scott, local weather Feb.
barn
by two hunters.
4.09
forts to upgrade elementary capacity in 1958-59; Dr. Chad
7.09
thorns and all.
limits . Categories for judging observer.
The provision was designed to
Sheriff Clyde Steele said'Harry education physical education
5.30
1.33
Stewart, chairman of the
will include windows, doors, He said the normal for the first Mar.
provide $20.4 million each to
Allison and James Nesbitt were programs" in West Kentucky.
4.12
2.38
However, when we ran the outdoors trees, the whole yard,
department at Murray State, in
AK:
the Democratic and the Repubeleven months of the year is 43.52 May
hunting in the area south of
4.18
A native of Rochester, N. Y., 1968-69, and Dr. Ward in 1969-70.
3.26
extension cord around the house and a children's Christmas.
lican parties, although the GOP
inches, but said the rainfall for June
Martin's
Chapel
United Dr. Baker received a B. S. degree Dr. Baker will serve during the
3.50
3.97
and plugged it in it was a joy to
A club spokesman said the these months in Murray this year
had served notice it would not
Methodist Church when they from the State University College 1972-73 year.
3.93
July
6.33
behold.
judging will be from the street Is only 41.32 inches.
public
money
to
accept the
went by a barn. They looked of Education at Brookport, N.Y.;
3.25
Aug.
5.38
Dr. Ward is the second member
and participants are asked to
finance the 1972 race.
Scott said .92 inches of rainfall Sept.
inside and found the mini-bike a master's degree from the of the Murray faculty to receive a
3.09
5.12
For some reason after you go have their lights burning from
approve
the
The
Senate
must
last
was recorded in Murray
that was covered with hay.
287
Oct.
University of Colorado, and a Merit
2.25
through all the trials of Christ- December 17 to 19 from six to
Award
from
the
measure after House action.
night, and that previously this Nov.
The hunters notified Sheriff
400
2.08
mas decorating, much to the nine p.m. Homes to be judged
Although Nixon had threat- Steele and it was found it was the specilaist in education and a
on
Page
16
month .61 inch had been recorContinued
doctoral degree from Arizona
abuse to your Christmas Spirit, it must be entered and the winners
ened a veto, he withdrew the
ded.
mini-bike reported stolen from State University, all in physical;
The low rainfall has beer a
all seems worthwhile.
will be announced on December The high temperature for
threat after the conferees put
the Perkins home. The bike had education.
help to local farmers in har20.
Murray in November was vesting their corn and soybeans off the campaign financing been damaged considerably
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Fixed a Christmas star about
Entries may be made by recorded at 81 degrees while the
provision for four years.
since it had been stolen
crops as they have been able to
William D. Baker, Dunedin, Fla.,
three feet wide and if you think calling Mrs. James Byrn 753average high for the month is get their equipment in the fields.
that this is easy think agin. Just 4769, Mrs. Harold Douglas 75357.4. The low November tem- The rainy weather this week has
sit down and try and draw a star 1220, Mrs. Humphrey Key 753perature was 21 with the average also been a help to tobacco farms
in the first place. About all we 3851, or Mrs. Yandal Wrather 753low being 39.3, according to Scott. in getting their crops stripped.
Miss Lillian Watters of Murray
know is that a star has five points 2879.
Rainfall for each month and
remains in critical condition in
and from there on we draw a
are
month
normal rainfall tor the
the intensive care unit of the
blank. We called on expert help
Baptist Memorial Hospital,
to do this, which means that we
By Robert P. Dalton
Memphis, Tenn.
had nothing to do with it. Wife
Wednesday for consideration in
set for the number of liquor
took care of it with help from the
FRANKFORT, Ky.( UPI )—If a the 1972 session of the General licenses that may be issued in a The Murray teacher underwent
FT. GREELY, Alaska-- Army presidential primary doesn't stir Assembly.
surgery at the Memphis hospital
office staff.
county or city.
on Friday, October 22, and has
Specialist Four Galon I. Outland,
enough of a controversy, The presidential primary bill is
The presidential primary bill
son of Mr. and Mrs. Rufus G. there's always a bill that would similar to one introduced in the filed by Sen. C. Gibson Downing, been in the intensive care unit
„
The Murray-Calloway County
Outland, Route 8, Murray, allow limited liquor sales in dry 1970 session, which received no D-Lexington, would set up the since that time. She was transferred by a Blalock-Coleman
Jaycees and the Murray Firettes Rev. Don Brock will be the recently completed the U.S.'territory.
floor action.
machinery for having a
ambulance from the Murrayhave begun their annual drive to speaker at the morning worship Army, Alaska leaders course' Two bills that would ac- The liquor bill was
drafted by presidential nominating primariy
aid underprivileged families in services on Sunday, December conducted at the Northern complish that were pre-filed the business
Calloway County Hospital to the
organizations and with the state paying the coUt.
By United Press International Calloway County.
12, at the Lynn Grove and Goshen Warefare Training Center, Ft.
professions interim committee. It Any party that cast 10 per cent of Baptist Hospital on Friday,
The Jaycees annually deliver United Methodist Churches, Greely, Alaska.
Kentucky: Generally cloudy
would allow the sales of liquor at the vote in the previous October 15.
through Friday with occasional Christmas baskets to needy according to Dr. Wayne Lamb, During the 24-day course, Spec.
any motel, hotel or other over- presidential election would be Miss Watters teaches private
rain and thundershowers west families and the Firettes deliver superintendent of the Paris Outland received training in
night establishment within one required to participate in the piano lessons in her home and
served as organist at the First
portion today spreading over new and reconditioned used toys District of the United Methodist arctic
survival
winter
mile of an interstate highway.. primary.
Baptist Church, Murray, for
state by tonight and ending from to needy children.
techniques, the proper use of
Church.
The
restrictions
are
that the
A list of "uninstructed
A Christmas Bazaar will be
twenty-one
the west Friday. No important
The Jaycees will set up The services at Goshen will be clothing and equipment, and the
years.
held at Gleason Hall, St. Leo's establishment must have 75 delegates" to the national contemperature changes. Highs roadblocks this Saturday and at 9:30 a.m. and at Lynn Grove at methods of movement on skis,
sleeping
units
if
it
is
in
an
area
vention
supplied
by
tte
would
be
Catholic Church, on Saturday,
today and Friday upper 50s and Sunday between noon and 5 p.m. eleven a.m.
snowshoes and aircraft tracked
December 11, from nine a.m. to that allows liquor sales and 150 executive committee of ea
low 60s. Lows tonight in 40s
to collect money to help pay for Rev. Brock will be speaking in vehicles.
units if it is in a dry territory.
three
p.m.
Continued on Page 16
the food baskets. The Jaycees the absence of the regular His is a squad leader with
The wet territory licenses would
The
bazaar,
sponsored
by
the
boxes
in
several
placed
have also
minister, Rev. Glen A. Kester- Company B, 1st Battalion. 10th church, will feature various gift.be in addition to quotas currently
TO UNDERGO SURGERY
food stores in Murray and son, who is a patient at the Infantry of the 172 Infantry
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
items and also baked goods
J. Milburn Adams of 518 South
Kentucky: Extended outlook citizens may purchase canned Benton Municipal Hospital after brIgride.,It Ft. Richardson,
7th Street, Murray, entered the
Saturday through Monday:
goods and other non-perishables suffering an attack two weeks Alaska.
Western Baptist Hospital,
STAMP WINDOWS OPEN
Considerable cloudiness with and donate the food by placing it ago.
He entered the Army in OcPaducah, today. He is scheduled
chance of rain entire state in the boxes
Both stamp windows at the
tober 1966, and completed basic
to undergo surgery on Friday,
Saturday through Monday. A
The used toys can be delivered
FREE PUPPIES
training at Ft. Campbell, K y. Murray Post Office will be open
SHOPPING DAYS
December 9, and would aplittle cooler Monday, otherwise to either the downtown or the 18th Puppies, part Collie, are free to His wife, Sandra, and on Saturday afternoons from now F. Raley Sykes RDRN
Till CHRISTMAS
and
preciate receiving cards
no significant temperature Street fire station, a spokesman persons for pets. For further daughter, Dee Ann, are in An- until Christmas according to an 01 Div. J. Daniels DLG-27
F.P.O. New York, N.Y. '09501 letters from his friends.
changes.
for the Firettes said
Information call 492-8488.
chorage, Alaska with Outland. office' at the post office here.

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

House Expected To Music Program
Here Sunday
OK Tax Bill Today

Dr. Jack Baker Named To
Head State Organization

Holiday Decoration
Contest Planned
For Murray Area

Mini
.. Bice Found
By Two Hunte rs

Rainfall For This Year Is Below
Normal Weather Observer Says

Lillian Watters In
Critical Condition,

Drive Underway
To Help Needy

Galon L Outland
Rev. Don Brock To Completes Course
Speak Lynn Grove
& Goshen Churches

Pre-Filed Bills Call For Primary
And Liquor Sales In Dry Territory

up

The Weather

Christmas Bazaar

Planned Saturday

Send Greeting Card
To Service Man

Memphis Hospital
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treatment facilities can be in
PAGE TWO
operation in less than a year from
64..A.DIA7"oR IN ROME
that time on the first unit, and
ahead of commercial power
operation on the other ts,.
PUBLISHED BY THE LEDGER IL rtilialES PUBLISHING COM.
generating units.
1916
753
Phone
42071.
Kentucky
4th
St
,
Murray,
PANT, Inc., 103 N
has ordered advanced which will provide more effective
TVA
Other nuclear power plants
W P Williams, President (1941 1963)
gaseous treatment systems for decay of radioactive gases from being built or planned by INA
James C. Williams, Editor and Publisher
Gene MCCutcheOn, News Editor and Production Manager
Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant the plant's steam system before will involve comparably low
which will reduce the resulting they are released. The cost of radiation levels at the plan',
We reserve the right to relect any Advertising. Letters to the Editor.
or Public Voice items which in our opinion, are not for the best in
radioactivity at the plant this installation is estimated at $9 boundaries, the agency said.
ingest of our readers
boundary to a level smaller than milln
although the method used u,
National Representatives Wallace Witmer-CO- 1509 Madison Ave .
Memphis, Tn., Time S. Life Bldg New York.. N.Y.; Steprienson Bldg .
the normal variations in ex- These advanced treatment achieve them will vary will.
Detroit. Micti
posures from the area's naturally systems, and the basis for technical differences in the inSubscription Rates By carrier in Murray s $35 per week, SI 52 per
month, 518 20 per year By mail in Calloway and adjoining counties,
occurring background radiation. 'electing them, are described in dividual plants.
P 50 per year . other destinations within 150 Miles of Murray, 515 00
This will represent a 99 percent TVA's recently published supper year, more than 150 miles from ahurray. S111.00 per year All mail
compared to the levels plement to the Browns Ferry BREWERS,SIGN 2
tax.
reduction
state
5
percent
plus
ons
subscripti
MILWAUKEE UPI} —PitchEn'eredda.ly at the Post OH ice. Murray. Kentucky,for transmission
provided by the original system plant environmental statement.
as Second Ciass Matter
for controlling this plant's This plant will be one of the er Jim Lonborg and catcher
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
releases of radioactivity to the main sources of new generating Paul ROM signed their 1972
.1 the Integrity of its Newspaper
atmosphere. The Browns Ferry capacity on the TVA system in contracts, the Milwaukee Brewunder construction the early 1970's, to meet the ers announced Monday. Lonplant is
1971
9,
EMBER
THURSDAY—DEC
southwest of Athens in northern region's increasing use of elec- borg, who was obtained from
tricity and avoid power shor- the Boston Red Sox in a 10Alabama.
The first of three player deal last month, was the
The naturally occurring tages.
background radiation in the generating units at Browns Ferry 1967 Cy Young Award winner
area—without any contribution is scheduled for commercial and posted a 10-7 record last
LEDGES a Toms ma
from this plant—is about 115 operation in October of next year year Ratliff hit 165 .in 44
This WA estimates the advanced games for the Brewers in 1971
millirems a year.
Jeff
Deaths reported are Mrs. Girtie Nance Crouch,age 83. and
nd radiation from
backgrou
age
Shanlde,
Boyd. age 99, both on December 7. and Mrs. Lizzie
buildings, the ground, food,
86. on, December It
water, and other sources is
property
change
to
proposal
the
on
.A public hearing was held
higher in many parts of the
Poplar
of
south
between 7th and Eh Street, north of Main, and
In Colorado, for
country.
Street from residential to business. Opposition to this proposal
example, it averages 250
groups.
and
was voiced by many citizens
millirems a year.
Harvey Elbs. assistant s-x-e-president of the Peoples Bank of
With the advanced radwaste
the
of
e
Committe
al
Agricultur
the
to
appointed
teen
has
Murray.
treatment processes installed at
n
Kentucky 13ankers Amocatio
Effective Wed., December 8th
Browns Ferry, the radiation dose
Mr and Mrs, James Carlin of Decatur. Rl.. are the parents of a
plant's
the
from
resulting
Bryan Jay. barn November 24. Mr and Mrs. Milburn
gaseous releases will be less than
Holland a Murray are the maternal grandparents.
.3 millirerns a year at the plant
site boundary. This is less than
one percent of the limit in effect
ifor nuclear plants when construction of this proiect was
WEDGED TIME PILE
Al! Snack Bar Prices Remain The Same
approved, and about one-fourth
guidelines
lower
much
of the
Eavne Flora. Calloway County Sheriff, was elected president of
proposed by the Atomic Energy
at
TONITE,thru SAT.
held
meenr.g
the
at
n
Associatio
Sheriffs'
the Keg:mica-1s
Commission this year to achieve
Lausville
dose levels as low as practicable.
Carl May. senior at Murray State College and editor of the
The exposure of three
College News. is the artist who drew the cartoon advertisement
WA will not only include these
Mining controls included in the
millirems a year is a con&
Ledger
s
yesterday'
In
for the Ellis Pump and Pipe Company
Nitely at 7:30 Only
coal purchasing procedures of provisions in new coal contracts,
servative estimate based on
Tunes
Valley Authority but will seek renegotiation of
The
Tennessee
.
the
conditions
unlikely
some
Else Keskown. soprano, Wayne Leaser, tenor. and Jerry are being broadened in a series of existing coal supply contracts to
Veterans Administration actual amount of radiation
Children's Movie
Willia/MS, bass, are sokasts for Haydn's "lbe Creation" to be new actions, spelled out in an incorporate the new reclamation The
today that G.I. home received by a neighbor of this
reported
Murray
at
Baar
presented under the direction of Prof. Robert
Sat. 10 am-5 pm
the
t
statemen
clause.
environmental
loan activities during the June plant from regular plant
State College today. Prof. John C. Winter is the accompanist.
submitted to the The proposed requirements for
has
less,
even
be
to
agency
likely
is
operation
chalked
September quarters
Senator Earle C. Qements was the principal speaker at the Council on Environmental controlling the effects of un- and
up the best record of any similar WA says.
annual football banquet held in honor of the 1951 OVC cham- Quality.
to
are
similar
mining
derground
NA has worked with the
period since the late 1950s.
pionship team at Murray State College
TVA,the country's largest coal those for surface mining, with
VA loan guaranty officials said General Electric Company, the
consumer, has included land special provision to control the agency received 104,000 major equipment supplier for
or admission FREE
reclamation requirements since drainage problems associated applications during the Sep- Browns Ferry, in planning the
1965 in its contract awards for with underground mining. They tember quarter and 108,000 advanced treatment installation.
with ticket from
coal produced by strip or auger are considered experimental at during the June quarter. Loans It will include hydrogen
test
to
adopting
plans
WA
to
and
stage,
addition
this
mining. In
participating
dosed for the two periods totaled recombiners and charcoal beds,
Hessen and earth shall pass away but my words shall not pass
more extensive and detailed them in selected contracts for nearly 84,000 and 61,000,
ivsay --Matthew 24:35.
provisions on surface mining, underground coal.
merchants.
respectively.
After the dust of man's greatest thoughts has settled, the unTVA now is proposing controls on The statement emphasizes that
r
Septembe
-••
fresh.
the
be
still
in
will
God
Included
of
Word
prtnt of the eternal
IIIMoni1111111.11.1••••.11M.the environmental effects of the new reciturernents adopted b'S'i quarter totals were statistics on
,
it
coal
to
the
only
WA apply
underground mining as well.
inobile home loan activities,
LATE SHOW
Some 35 million tons of coal a buys,and that the agency "has no Which has had a slow start since
•
great
very
the
TVA
with
fuel
deal
to
to
power
required
FRI. & SAT.
is
year
the program was implemented in
steam-electric generating plants, number of mines in and around March.
1 1:30 p.m.
The Federal Bureau of Inwith roughly half of it coming the Tennessee Valley region
by Carl Riblet Jr.
As of the end of June, VA had
g apfrom underground mines and half which supply coal to other guaranteed 278 mobile home vestigation is acceptin
plications from high school
from surface mines. "If for any buyers." WA purchases in 1970
The greatest mystery unsolved by man is the reason present supplies of either represented only about 13 percent loans. However, in the Sep- graduates, or persons with the
agency
the
quarter,
nature of the strange and baffling behavior that surface or underground coal of total surface mine coal tember 1,300 loan requests and equivalent thereof,both male and
received
so
e,
female, for clerical positions at
sensitiv
areas
to
so
the
principal
ive,
le
in
n
so
insensit
unavailab
productio
rs
become
teen-age
makes
should
guaranteed 780 loans. VA now its
C
MI LATI Salt
D.
Washington,
I/ If-KM nary
in
many
and
the
on
coal,
where it buys
loud, so quiet, so brutal, so kind, so stupid, so bright TVA, power curtailments
Mt sun mei or ?WIN
guaranteed mobile home
18
IOWA
Under
One
Headquarters.
No
[MAL
a believes
of
-MOM
part
only
quickly
receives
NA
would
cases
system
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Tabers-Dick Vows To Be Read

Lack of trust forces
confrontation at home
By Abigail Van Buren

Miss Kathy Susan Jackson
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Jackson announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their youngest daughter, Kathy Susan,
to Tony Allen Rayburn, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Rayburn of
Murray.
Miss Jackson is a 1970 graduate of Murray High School.
Mr. Rayburn, a 1967 graduate of Murray High School, attended
Murray State University where he was a member of the Alpha
Tau Omega fraternity.
A late December wedding is planned at the home of the bride's
parents.
COMPtt4/7
4;
i i4i
‘C-424.41eiCaLt-

Thursday, December 9
Miss Charlotte Bell, January
bride-elect of Harold Kenton Pile, The Licensed Practical Nurses
was the honoree at a delightfully will have a Christmas party and
planned shower held on Friday, exchange of one dollar gifts at the
November 19, at seven o'clock in Southside Restaurant at seven
p.m. Make
reservations by
the evening.
The gracious hostesses for the Tuesday with Barbara Moody
occasion were Mrs. James 753-1423, Fay Puckett 753-5120, or
Garland and Mrs. Milburn Ruth Chambers 753-3176.

Bands at the University School
auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
Annual Family Night of the
Woodmen of the World will be
held at the Woodmen Hall at 6:30
p.m. This will be a dinner
meeting with installation of officers.

DEAR ABBY: I am a 20-year-old girl. I have a good
secretarial job, my own car and I live at home and pay
room and board.
My parents frequently go away on weekends, and my
boy friend comes over, and sometimes stays until after the.,
late show on television. Everything is on the up and up, and
I never lie about what time he goes home, but now my
parents say I can't have him over unless they are home.
Abby, this is ridiculous. Dad says it "looks bad" for the
neighbors. Morn says in a few years I'll be married and
gone, but they will have to face the neighbors and all that
gossip.
I told my parents if I couldn't have my boy friend over
unless they were home, I'd move out, and they said if I
moved out, I could never set foot in their house again.
Abby, that's the way we left it. I would like your opin"HAD IT AT 20"
ion of the situation.
DEAR HAD IT: I think you should be allowed to entertain your boy friend at home whether your parents are home
or not. And for them to have laid down such a rule because
of what the neighbors might think is narrow-minded and
shortsighted. As well-intentioned as they are, they are literally driving you out of the house.
DEAR ABBY: About two years ago, an older male
relative started taking a great deal of interest in our little
girl. It never entered my mind that something could be
wrong because this man is a well-known, well-liked prominent citizen.
After putting four or five little incidents together, they
all added up to one thing. Child molesting! When it finally
dawned on me I didn't know who I hated more. The man, or
myself for having been so stupid.
Because I never actually caught him, we decided the
best thing to do would be to watch him very carefully, to
make sure he never was alone with our child for even a
minute.
I bore he reads this. I will be happy when he dies, then
I won't have to worry anymore Please print this so other
mothers will be on the lookout for sick people who are
DAZED
around them every day Sign me

Friday, December 10
Outland at the lovely new home of Senior Recital of Cheryl
North
Mrs. Outland in Canterbury Hughes Heavrin, Paducah, flute, The
Murray
DEAR DAZED: Waking for him to "die" is no solution.
Estates.
be held at eight p.m. in the Homemakers Club will have its [He may outlive you.) And making sure he isn't alone with
For the bridal event the recital hall, Fine Arts Annex, annual Christmas potluck lunyour child "for even a minute" isn't the answer either.
What's to stop him from molesting other children'? Confront
cheon at the home of Mrs.
honoree chose to wear a'leather urray State at eight p.m.
him with the facts as you know them and insist that he get
trimmed suit and her mother,
Barletta Wrather at 11:30 a.m.
Vesper Service and Tree Gifts will be exchanged.
professional help. He is sick, sick. sick.
Mrs. J. B. Bell, was attired in a
Party will be held at
double knit suit
Both were
presented hostesses' gift cor- the Baptist Student Center at 6:30 The Sea Mists will present a
DEAR ABBY: This is for the lady who wondered if it
sages of white carnations with p.m. All Murray State students special water show at the Murray
would be all right to post a sign near her doorbell, requestare invited.
State Pool at eight p.m. No ad- ing guests to please remove their shoes before entering her
plum bows.
house She had just installed wall-to-wall carpeting and
mission.
Miss Bell opened her many The Sea Mists
will present a
wanted to keep it nice.)
gifts for the guests, who were special water
show at the Murray
seated in the spacious den, to State pool at
movie, "Shoot The Piano
eight p.m. No ad- A
I think it's a great idea! 1 was in Japan early this year
view. The room was decorated mission.
Player", sponsored by the
and it's a custom to remove one's shoes before entering the
ltroughout in the bridal colors,
Murray State Student Governhouse I was wearing high lace-up boots, and did a lot of
The Dexter Homemakers Club ment, will be presented at the
white and plum.
lacing and unlacing, but I didn't mind it one bit. In fact, it
Mrs.
of
home
at
the
meet
Refreshments were served
University School Auditorium at
Felt good to take my shoes off and walk around in my
7:30 p.m. Admission will be fifty
buffet style from the beautifully Ida Puckett at 930 a.m.
stocking feet
appointed table overlaid with a
cents per person.
Baptist
The
Grace
Church
white cloth under white net and
Needless to say. the Japanese have the cleanest carpets
white satin border. Both the net Baptist Women are scheduled to The Senior High members of
in the world. So, tell people to quit being so stuffy. To
the
Church
First
Baptist
have
and satin were draped at the meet at the church at seven p.m.
remove their shoes and discover a whole new world at their
been invited by the Baptist
corners and tied with plum
feet.
BAREFOOTER
The Sunnyside Homemakers Student Union to an all-night
colored velvet bows. The center
Club will meet at the Colonial bowling party starting at mid.CONFIDENTIAL
To "DISGUSTED IN FULLERTON.
floral arrangement was of
House Smorgasbord at eleven night until 2:30 a.m. The cost will
CAL.": When you find out what is "normal" in sexual
white gladioli, baby breath, and
ELM.
be one dollar and call 753-1854
behavior, please let the world know. It remains debatable.
plum colored straw flowers.
before Wednesday.
Plum colored punch, cakes iced
Wbst's your problem? You'll feel better if you get It off
The Cumberland Presbyterian
in white with umbrellas, nuts, omen of the North
your ebsoL Write to ABBY, Box sync Los Angeles. Cal.
Pleasant
The
Murray
Welcome
Wagon
and mints, were served.
NSW Far a perms& reply ene lo•ke stamped, addressed
Grove Church will have a Newcomers Club will have its
Forty-six persons attended or
suerdepe.
Christmas party at the Holiday second annual Christmas Ball at
sent gifts.
Inn at six p.m. with the husbands the Calloway County Country
For Abby's new booklet. "What Teea-Agers Wain to
as guests.
Club from nine p.m. to one a.m.
Potato topper
folow." mod $1 to Abby. Bo: MN, Los Aostetes. CaL MS.
with music by the "Ironstone".
The Night Owl Homemakers The public is invited to call Mrs.
Frozen d rench fries inakf
Club will have a fondue supper Barbara Brandon 753-1975 beta crusty topper tor chicken
for members and their husbands ween seven and nine a.m, for
re. Team diced and cooked
chicken. carrots and celery, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. ticket information.
plus cooked peas in a thick. Steven Decker at six p.m.
sauce
well•seasoned
and
Mr. and Mrs David McKee of
The Murray-Calloway County
purt 1 0 11 Utto individual
The Murray High School Band Senior Citizens Club will have its Lexington were the recent guests
greased
casseroles.
Top Parents Booster Club announces
Christmas potluck luncheon at of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
\A Oh
frozen French fries
the
annual
winter
concert
of
the
the
social hall of the First United James Diuguid. Mr. McKee is a
and hake at 425 degrees
Murray High and Middle School Methodist Church at noon. student at the University of
browned
Turkey, dressing, and cran- Kentucky Medical School and
berries will be furnished. The Mrs. McKee is employed by the
a
$
program will be given by Mrs. State Department of Mental
Richard Vanetta and her speech Health.
students from Murray State.
Donald Foster of Murray has
The annual Christmas program been dismissed from Lourdes
will be presented by the children Hospital, Paducah
of Kirksey School in the gymnasium at seven p.m.
Mrs. Chlora Farmer has
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Wad Artois

returned home after having been
The Dorcas Sunday School a patient at the William F. Bowld
Class of the First Baptist Church Hospital, Memphis,
Term
*ill have a dinner meeting at the
Murray Woman's Club House at
Freeze
6:30 pm
waffle, ba
Making
breakfast or hrunchr Look
Saturday, December 11
ahead for added case and
The Nellie Outland Sunday
convenience and make a
School (lass of the
Cherry
double batch Bake all ih,•
Corner Baptist Church will have
halter, then cOol and wrap
a potluck supper from members
iair-tight. please) the extras
and their families at the church
to freeze. On a busy mornat 630 p.m. Each one is to bring
ing. all you have to do is
one dollar for equipment for the
pop them into the toaster
kitchen instead of exchanging
or oven to reheat
gifts.

waffles

EffiiIMPUM

MUM
EF BERGER

Mr. and Mrs. Joshua H. Tabers, Sr., of Farmington Route One
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Deborah Anne, to Roger Dale Dick, son of Mrs. Hilda
Dick and the late Elvis Lee Dick of Murray Route One.
The bride-elect was graduated from Calloway County High
School in the class of 1970 and is now employed at Roses'
Department Store.
Mr. Dick is serving as a Private First Class with the United
States Army at Fort Bragg, North Carolina.
A.December wedding is planned.

Mothers Club Of
Faxon Has Meeting
Held At The School .

.
It alma:7mti"
Exciting gifts of beauty show how much you
care because they keep on giving throughout
the year. Unique, precious or just for fun.
a collection of gifts to pamper and delight
• perfumes, colognes and elegant atomizers
• creative cosmetics and complexion care collection
• after shaves, colognes and accessories for him
• mirrors, manicure sets and more for the boudoir

MERLE
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COSMETIC STUDIO

1117 N 4th
7534011
STORE 'SOURS 11.4
ADDRESS
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ments and the hostess chairmen
are from the Delta Department.
First District VFW will meet at
Triangle Inn at one p.m. for a
dutch dinner and a business
session.

To personalize a gift of meat
include with the Card a favorite
recipe for recipes) that u'es the
meat you give to good advantage. Then after the meat has
been enjoyed, this second gift—
the recipe—can be used over
and over again.

N., 5(i121'
Selt•Wind, Day•lnitant
Calendar, 98 2 it Water
teited, Mellow Top,'
Statnleis Steel Rack,
Burnt Umber Dial,
Ito-111,1ot, Strap
$59 SO

"e•

one shown here Automatic
self winding, instant date
change calendar, and water
resistant down to 98.2 feet.
And a price tag to suit any
budget.
Come in and see our new
Seiko watches, and you'll
understand why Seiko is the
largest manufacturer of jeweled lever watches in the
world.

FURCHES JEWELRY,
East Side of Square

In a lovely Christmas setting of
and
poinsettias,
candles
greenery, Mrs. A.H. Titsworth
entertained members of Chapter
M of the P.E.O. Sisterhood,
Monday evening, December 6.
Mrs. George Hart, chaplain
protem read verses from the first
chapter of St. Matthew relating
the birth of Jesus.
Mrs.
McKenzie,
Henry
president, conducted the business
meeting which consisted of
monthly reports from officers.
Mrs. Olga Freeman, chairman of
bylaws committee, recommended a change in the method
local officers.
of electing
Members voted
to accept a
nominating committee to be
added to the other standing
committees.
In lieu of exchanging Christmas gifts, members decorated a
small plastic tree with one dollar
bills. With this money added to
the treasury, it enabled Chapter
M to make annual gifts to its
three
educational
philanthrophies at this time. Project
receiving the gifts are Kentucky
Cottey College Scholarship,
Educational Loan Fund,"
'
International Peace Scholarship
Fund,
A Christmas program was
given by Mrs. L.J. Hortin. With
introductory remarks about the
Spirit and the Beauty of
Christmas, Mrs. Hortin read a
story from Kentutky School
Journal titled "Miss Effie's
Christ:mad Tree", by Mrs. Alice
J. Kinder, Pikeville. This story
emphasized the love of a little boy
for his younger, ill brother—one
of the many manifestations of the
beauties of Christmas.
Members enjoying the date
pudding dessert were Mesdames
Maurice Christopher, Larrie
Clark, Olga Freeman, George
Hart, L.J. Hortin, Henry
McKenzie, Hugh Oakley, John
Quertermous, Morgan Sisk, Paul
Sturm and Don Fuqua.
Mrs. Quertermous announced
that the January 3 meeting is
scheduled to be in the home of
Mrs. Frank Albert Stubblefield at
7:30 p.m.

Mademoiselle
Shop
presents

The Latest Fashions
Friday - 12:00-1:00

Include Recipe

SEIKO
Sunday, December 12
The Murray Woman's Club will
have its annual Christmas
program, presented by the
., Music
Department, at three p.m. at the
club house Decorations will be
by the Alpha and Zeta Depart-

Prepare ahead for holiday
host to dazzle with a display
of carving skill. See that cutlery is sharp or electric knife
in order. Consider carver
when selecting the piece de resistance. Roasts such as boneless pork loin roll, ham, beef
sirloin tip and beef rib eye are
especially easy to carve. So too
is a beef standing rib roast
when the back bone is loosened
at the market for easy removal
before roast comes to the table.

1

SEIKO,
THE
EXPENSIVE •tr
WATCH
WITH THE
BUDGET PRICE.

You don't have to spend a
fortune to get a treasure of a
timepiece any more. Seiko's
introduced automation to the
watchmaking industry. A
precision micro assembly
line turns out great watches
at a cost you'll find hard to
believe. You pay only for the
timepiece, not the time it
took to make it.
For example, look at the

Holiday Host
Will Shine

The Faxon Mothers Club held
its regular monthly meeting at
the school on Wednesday,
December 1, at one-forty-five
o'clock in the afternoon with the
resident, Mrs. Jerry Vance,
presiding.
Mrs. Jerry Conley's seventh
grade class presented the
program.
Mrs. Gary Wicker
gave the treasurer's report and
Mrs. Randal Underhill read the
minutes.
During the business session it
was announced that the mothers
would give a party for each room
on December 17, the day the
school dismisses for the
Christmas holidays.
The room count for having the
most mothers present was a tie
between Mrs. Janice Stubblefield's third grade and Mrs.
Mildred Dunn's fourth grade.
Gifts were exchanged by the
mothers.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Jerry Vance, Mrs. Bob
Strode, Mrs. Lloyd Buchanan,
Underhill, and
Mrs. Randall
Mrs. Gary Wicker.
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Chapter M Of PEO
Sisterhood Meets
At Titsworth Home

Abtsv.,_

•••

pLANET
APIS
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December Wedding Planned

Dr. William Emener, Coordinator
of
Vocational
Rehabilitation Services at
Murray
State
University,
presented a most interesting talk
to the parents of the St. Leo's
Cooperative Preschool children
on Tuesday, November 16, in
Gleason Hall.
Dr. Emener spoke of three
ways to alter a child's behavior.
The first of these was negative
reinforcement, which involves
some type of punishment. A
second and better means of
altering behavior is through
positive reinforcement which
concerns itself with reward for
doing good. The last and best
means of altering behavior is
through models. Children pattern their behavior according to
the parents' or teacher's actions,
the speaker said.
Mrs. Marcie Old presided over
the business segment of the
meeting. Minutes were read by
Mrs. Elaine Globetti and a
treasurer's report given by Mrs.
Ann Berry.
Jane Hall was
elected as new treasurer.
Fathers were special guests for
the evening and they were able to
meet the preschool teacher, Mrs:
LaVerae Russell, examine the
preschool facilities, and see
samples of their children's work
on display. Hostesses for the
evening were Mrs. Ann Berry
and Mrs. Cecile Applegate.
The next meeting will be on
January 18.

Charlotte Bell Is
Honored At Shower
At Outland Home

Gj

B
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Phone /532835

Holiaay Inn
Dining Room

Shoes from
Ryan's

Child
Our Ea4: Sitter has 700 Chairs
and the Service is FREE to You!
Shop with these Downtown Merchants and
they will entertain your children at The
Capri Theatre,
Every Saturday between Thanksgiving and Christmas a
whol•som• movie and cortoons•will b• shown from
10 AM. Iii 5 P M •och Saturday.

Get Your FREE Tickets At
These Stores
MILAR61 HOME lk
STORE

AUTO TAYLOR NOTOKS. 151

PARKFR I
MARRET

sI

BOONE'S 1.61 51)111
PARKER flow

51

111F VOI. TM SHOP

THE PEOPLE'S RANK
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NATIO%

UlTlETONS

CRASS FLAINIT1 RI

511.1151-1 s

KYAN'S SWF sTORF.

6IA DI 141111SF.1.1 1 SH1'IP

FURCHFR JEWEl 5%

svrrt F WORkvIts,
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PI R111/61 & THI 55115
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1.1505E1'5 /FM I 1111
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These Tickets Good Only at The Cape Theatre
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Maryland Dynasty Falls
To Squires 78-57 In
Third Game Of Season

a

, CALLOWAY TENNIS CHAMPIONS: Mrs. Edwina Simmons and Eddie Hunt proudly display their
Implies after being !moored as the winners of the ladies and men's singles competitions Tuesday
Wallet at the Murray-Calloway Club's first annual tennis awards dinner. Both also shared in the
daubles championship.

Eddie And Linda Hunt

fames?

timer
-A-league

apture Tennis honors
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Smith Favored In
Pepsi Tournament

By ALEX FRERE
PARIS (UPI)-Stan Smith
joined the U.S. Army and won
$100,000.
Smith, currently America's
top tennis player, this week
Maryland's new basketball miter The Cavaliers led 42-29 celebrated the anniversary of
"dynasty" lasted exactly two at the half.
his induction by installing
games.
In the only other action himself as the favorite for the
The Terrapins, with Coach Involving a
ranked 'team, Pepsi Masters tournament-and
Lefty Driesell recruiting some Kansas, behind Bud Stall- another $15,000 in prize money.
of the top scholastic talent in worth's 34-points, rolled over "It has certainly been my
the nation for the past three Notre Dame 88-72. Stallworth, best year," said Smith, who
seasons, had hoped to end having one of the best nights of describes himself as "a goodUCLA's stranglehold on college his career, led the Jayhawks to will ambassador" for the
basketball superiority and build a 52-35 lead at the half. Kansas Army.
their own dynasty. Maryland outrebounded the Irish 50-34 A winner at Forest Hills,
cruised by Brown and George and took advantage of 25 Notre finalist at Wimbledon and
Washington in its first two Dame turnovers.
825,000 winner of the Pepsi
games but the bubble burst
Grand Prix tournament series,
Elsewhere, Wichita
State
Wednesday night as Virginia remained
unbeaten by stopping Smith has earned over $100,000
stunned the fifth-ranked Terps Colorado
70-55 as Ron Harris in prize and expense money.
7847.
scored 24 points; Doug Farrell
The 6-foot-3 private, who now
Barry Parkhill scored 21
hit a pair of free throws with 26 plays out
of Sea Pines, S.C.,
points as Virginia's controlled
seconds left to lift Niagara to a Wednesday
won his third
offense dominated the game.
71-70 victory over LaSalle; straight
match in the roundThe Cavaliers shot 67 per cent
sophomore center
Marvin robin masters tournament
in the first half and riddled
of
Barnes had a school record 34
six matches-the last major
Maryland's second half press to
rebounds to help Providence tournament
before the Intergo ahead
by
17
points. rout Buffalo State 76-58;
and natiinal Lawn Tennis FederaVirginia's scrambling defense
Lamont Weaver's 19 points tion
(ILTF) and
World
also held Tom McMillen, the
helped Wisconsin down DePauw
Championship Tennis group
nation's most sought after
9249_
aclAsAboy two yeaisNago, to just
' itt`ather games, Brawn beif €TueasPlit- • -one field goal and four points in
Yale 7248,-Dartmouth trounced -Next year, unless the two
all.
Harvard 86-88, East Carolina manage a last minute comJim Hobgood controlled the
defeated Davidson 67-57, Fair- promise, the independent pros
boards for Virginia and added
field topped Connecticut 76-69, outside WCT will be hunting a
15 points and Frank Dewitt had
Kansas State routed Texas 87- record $500,000 in prize money
13. Jim O'Brien was Mary60, Louisville blitzed Dayton 88- put up by backers of the ILTF.
land's high scorer with 13.
60, Marshall clobbered St. Smith still rates Australia's
Peter's 106-71, Massachusetts Rod Laver "the best in the
Virginia took the lead 7-5 on
trimmed Holy Cross 93-82 and world," and wishes the two
Devritt's layup early in the
sides could get together, if only
game and never trailed the- Seton Hall defeated Cal-Irvine 94
so he could play Laver more
-as.
often.

Tucking five major trophies I degree in education a and a
under their arms, Eddie Hun specialists degree in college
and his wife, Linda, walked off teaching from Murray State.
with the lion's share of the Mrs. Hunt is the former Linda
awards presented Tuesday night Tilford of Kevil, and they have
at the Murray-Calloway Country one son, Jason, 3.
Club's first annual tennis Brent Austin, son of Dr. and
recognition dinner.
Mrs. Clegg Austin, was the
Hunt, a first-year member of winner of the men's "B" singles
In the first game Brames the club and who
has been competition.
defeated Ledger & Tunes 88-2$. playing the game
for only three The dinner Tuesday night
One of the best is the
Tymes led Brarnes with 30 points years, won
the men's singles climaxed the club's first full year
Nastase, Smith's main rival for
while Joseph scored 21 Polston championship;
teamed with on its two hard-surfaced, lighted
the masters' title. Nastase, too,
paced Ledger & Times with nine Wells Purdom,
Jr., to win the tennis courts, and was attended
is unbeaten in his two matches
points.
men's doubles, and with his wife by approximately 50 members
to date and Wednesday followed
as his partner, shared in the who participated in the program
up Smith's 6-4, 6-7, 6-3 defeat of
The second game saw Stalls winning
of the mixed doubles last season.
Frenchman
Pierre Barthes by
MONTGOMERY
,
upend Tower). 49-47.
Ala.
(UPI) be Steve Judy of Texas
Stalls competition.
Hunt Smock, retiring member -Arkansas, Clemson and
defeating New Yorker Clark
converted 21 free throws to win
MemChristian
and
Gillian
Joe
of
Mrs. Hunt, in addition to of the club's board of directors
Graebner 6-3, 6-2.
phis State landed three players Tennessee State.
the game as Towery committed helping
her husband win the and chairman of its tennis ac- each
Wednesday on the south They will be joined in the
24 team fouls. Rushing led Stalls mixed
Smith and Nastase meet
doubles trophies, also tivities, presided during the roster
for the 34th annual Blue- backfield by Bobby Davis of Sunday in what is shaping up to
with 17 while Clapp scored 14 for finished
second in the women's dinner.
Gray football game_
Towery.
Texas Christian, Art Cantrelle be the decisive match of the
doubles with Mrs. Mary Jane
The annual charity clash, of Louisiana State
and Stahle masters.
Jackson as her partner.
featuring
senior collegiate play- Vincent of Rice.
The third game between the
Mrs. Edwina Simmons was the NEW GM
ers from the North and South,
Fire Fighters and Astro Car ladies' singles
Joining
Kelley
as
wide The first match today saw
champion, and CHARLESTON, W. Va. UPI) will be
played Dec. M in
Wash was a forfeit with the win teamed
receivers will be Jim Mitchell Cliff Richey against Barthes,
with Mrs. Jenny& Sue -The Charleston Charlies of Montgomery's
rramton Bowl. of South Carolina and Bobby before Nastase tackled Jan
going to Astro Car Wash.
Smock to win the ladies' doubles the International League Tues- It will be
shown on national Brown of Rice. Ken
day
named
Ward
C.
Goodrich,
Kavanaugh Kodes of Czechoslovakia and
championship.
television at 8 p.m. EST.
Graebner faced Zeljko FranuSCORING
Hunt, a native of Paducah and 46, of Muncie, Ind. as general The Arkansas players on the Jr. of Louisiana State will be
lovic of Yugoslavia.
manager.
the tight end.
Brames (18)-Donelson 16,
of White Hall at Murray
replaces
James Gray squad will be offensive Tennessee's George Hunt will
Joseph 21, Tymes 30, Brame 11, State University, defeated Dr. Goodrich
Atlas 2, Fulton 8 and Carson°. Hal Houston in the finals to win Mills, who resigned at the end linemen Mike Kelson and handle the place kicking and '
Bobby Nichols and defensive punting for the Grays.
College Basketball Results
of the 1971 season.
back Jack Morris. Clemson will Offensive guards and
Ledger & Times 1261-Cooper the singles championship.
tackles
In
the
men's doubles, he and DATES ANNOUNCED
By United Press International
2, Berman 2, Davenport 5, Edbe represented by Don Kelley, named to the squad
were Marshall 106 St. Peter's 71
ALBANY, N.Y. (UPI)-The a flanker, Jim Dorn, an
wards 6, Holton, Polston 9, Stom, Purdom defeated Houston and
Kelson,
238;
Nichols,
220;
Williams, Keller 2, McCutcheon. Gene Landoll, while he and his 1972 New York State Profes- offensive lineman, and line- Starke, 255; Dorn, 237, Jim Wisconsin 92 De Pauw 69
wife won the mixed doubles by sional Golfers Association backer Larry
Fairfield 76 Connecticut 69
Heffner.
Stalls (43)- Rushing 17, Dow 9, beating Mrs. Con-me Stripling Championship, richest state pro Offensive lineman Mike Star- Haynes, 230, of Southern Air Force 87 Concordia (Mii 73
P. Rushing 5, Dennis 5, Paschall and Dr. Charles Warner in the title in the nation, will be held ke, defensive lineman Dave Mississippi, will be the center. Vermont 78 Norwich 69
In the defensive backfield will Sprrigfld 110 Worcester Tech 75
finals.
4, Stalls, and Taylor 9.
Sept. 18-22 on Long Island, it Pawlik and defensive back
be Clifford Brooks, Tennessee Mrs Hrvy 93 W. Va St, 84
Towery (471-Sticker
3, A 1961 graduate of Paducah was announced Tuesday.
Charlie Babb will be the State;
Jack Norris, Arkansas;
English 12, Burr6, Bruce 4, Riley Tilghman High School, Hunt The $30,000 event is scheduled representatives
from Memphis Joe Bullard, Tulane and Babb Dartmouth 86 Harvard 68
2, Clapp 14. Crews 2. Towery 4, holds a B.S. degree in business for the Bethpage state golf State.
Wich. St. 70 Colorado 55
of Memphis State.
administration, a master's complex at Farmingdale.
Williams.
S.C. St. 102 Voorhees 94
The south quarterbacks will
50 N.C. Central 48( oti
They will be joined by Shaw
linebackers Eddie Stetz of E. Tenn 68 Richmond 66
Wake Forest and Heffner of Lane Coll 86 Bethune-Cokrrin 85
Wilkes 105 Elizabethtwn 86
Clemson.
Defiance 100 Albion (Mich. 81
Defensive linemen will be Navy 86 Johns Hopkins 57
Robert Waldron, 245, Tulane; Loyola (Md.) 83 American 81
Pawlik, 225; Jerry Conrad, 230, Can. Mich. 89 Ball St. 83
Mississippi State; and Lester Ind. Central 80 Oak, City 71
Virginia 78 Maryland 57
Sims, 245, Alabama State.
Bridgeport 100 Kgs, Pt 75
McDearman, 215, Providence 76 Buffalo 58
Rusty
Southern Methodist, and Guy Brown 72 Yale 68
"Club Of The Stars"
Roberts, 225„ Maryland, will Louisville 88 Dayton 60
man the defensive end posts.
Niagara 71 LaSalle 70
Ill.
St. 99 Soeast Mo. 72
Paducah, Ky.
Bill Peterson of Rice has
been named head coach of the Illinois 89 North Park 78
Mass. 93 Holy Cross 82 lot)
South Squad.
Wake Forest 75 W&M 60
The 27-man North roster was Kans. St. 87 Texas 60
expected to be announced later Okla City 102 SMU 87
Kansas 88 Notre Dame72
this week.
BY MIKE BRANDON
Two basketball games were
played Monday night in Douglas
Gym as action go) underway in
the Men's Basketball League
sponsored by the Murray City
Park.

Gilmore Depends
On Defense; Gets
'Only' 32 Per Game
By tailed Press International Larry Miller and Jim McDar,
Rookie Artis Gilmore says iels added 20 each.
that defense is his "bread and The Utah Stars defeated the
butter" but the
Kentucky Dallas Chaps, 116-97, and the
Colonels' 7-foot-2 rookie also Memphis Pros beat the Denver
packs a mighty offensive wallop. Rockets, 109-91, in
other
Gilmore, who
had
been Wednesday night games.
averaging "only" about 22 Zelmo
Beaty scored 25 points
points a game while leading the including
2b in the second half,
American Basketball Associa- to
lead Utah to its victory at
tion in rebounding and blocked
Salt Lake City. The Stars shot
shots, showed some of his
only 38.5 per cent from the field
offensive prowess Wednesday
in the first half but wound up
night when he and Dan Issel
with 50 per cent for the game
bombined for 75 punts in a 122- on
the strength of a strong
111 victory over the Carolina
second half.
Cougars at Charlotte, N.C.
The victory was the 20th in 28
Issel scored 41 'points and
games for the Stars, who have
Gilmore added 34 for the
a 31
/
2-game rust-place lead in
Colonels, who raised their
the West Division.
record to 18-7 and increased
their first-place lead over the
Johnny Neumann scored 18
idle Virginia Squires to ghree points and Wendell Ladner 17
games in the ABA's East for the pros, who had seven
Division. Fourteen of Gilmore's players in double figures. The
points came in the fourth pros led, 57-38, at halftime and
period during which he led a 12- the Rockets never drew closer
2 breakaway from a 109-109 tie. than
seven
points. Ralph
(4
, .2,istage -- Lehmann led- • the-- Gitriaiialoaeorect 24- points ftrf'
Cougars with -26-points and the Rockets-.

Murray
Nursery
Company

South Roster Named
For Blue-Gray Game

"A NIGHT TO REMEMBER"

ctJ=s---czue-t)t:t.

We've Got
It All
Together

CHRISTMAS
TREES
THE BEST EVER!

a '7eue EcAe.ccof 1

Gourmet Buffet plus
Village Productions
IITXte.seastaslast.c.eas
Hit
Marc ( amolettl's Broadway Comedy

"BOEING -BOEING"

SUNDAY S
FRIDAYS, SATURDAYS,

December 10-11-12
5
Dinnerii 7 Sun: Dinner at
Fri, Sat:
Each Meek
REM[MBEN: A Nee Play

FRIDAY & SATURDAY, DECEMBER 10th & 11th
8:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.
Spend the entire evening with us or-id enloy yourself Come cony ord (toe
in the beautiful Constellation Room

Call For Reservations ... 442-7111

'Villalie

DINNER-THEATRE
Phone 1 362 42/1 for Reservations
Kentucky Dam Village State Pcrk

Christmas
Hours:
ec. 6 thru
Dec. 23)
9 am to
6 pm Mon.
thru Thurs.
9:00 am to
8:00 pm
Fri. & Sat
1 5 Sunday

Tagged "Premium Quality"
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r SCOTCH PINE
home,
it
take
or leave it to be
Pick one and
flocked (white, blue, red, green, gold, pink or
orchid) to "your order".
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WE ALSO HAVE ...

LIVE NORWAY SPRUCE
andCANADIAN HEMLOCK
* Use Them Now Inside, Then Add It
To Your Landscape *
GREEN or FROSTED .. .

WREATHS

PROUDLY PRESENTS
For Your Dancing And Listening Pleasure

'4
(ete.2

5
P3
8;1
h7:
,t
1

On Hwy. 121
(Mayfield Hwy.)

Th(
know
when
1Crej(
pions

v Balsam or Pine
12", 18", 24" or 36"
Decorated with a Large Bow,
Pine Cone Clusters and Holly
Sprigs
ALS()

GARLAND
In Any Length

GREENERY
for DECORATING
(Sold By The Pound)

* ENGLISH HOLLY
Solid green and varigated, both
with berries.

* CUT BALSAM
* CUT PINE
GIVE THE IDEAL HRIS1MAS GIFT . .

GIFT
CERTIF
ICATES
FROM MURRAY NURSERY!!
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By Mike Brandon

/

The fourth floor of White Hall at Murray State University is
known as the friendliest floor on campus. I found it to be just that
when I talked to All-American cross country runner Jim Krejci.
Krejci finished 16th out of 302 contestants in the NCAA championship meet to quaAfy as an All-American harrier.
"The usual day starts at 5:30 a.m.," said Krejci. "After breakfast we go out and run six miles. Then at 3:00 p.rn. we have our
organized practice with Coach Cornell present. We usually run 10
miles in the afternoon.
"The afternoon practice consists of ten 880's with a brief rest
period in between. After the 880's we usually jog several miles,"
concluded Krejci.
Krejci is a 24 year old agriculture major from Edwardsville,
Dlinois. Krejci placed ninth in the United States Track and Field
Federation meet at Atlanta recently. His biggest win was the
Alton, Illinois, Road Race which was held after the NCAA meet.
Another one of Murray's supermen is 21 year old Sonny Fennell
of Ireland. Fennell is a physical education major. Sonny came to
America for the first time in January.
"I contacted the school about running. I came over here and
made the team and now I have a scholarship," said Fennell.
What does Sonny like about America? "I like the food over here
very well. My only major problem is adjusting to
American
women," chuckled the smiling Irishman.
Fennell hasn't has tog tri „trouble adjusting to the cross
gratitry courses. The
ekshitain bat Krejci Uiree
times thiS"seilson ancrtwice they tett
The third and fourth men for the Racers are Dennis Sturt and
Greg Fullerton. Sturt is from Matawan, New Jersey. He is a
sophomore and majoring in physical education. Shirt took turns
with Fullerton sharing third and fourth place for most of the
season. Fullerton is a senior from Ontario, Canada. His major
problem is the heat. The fifth man for the Racers is Gene Weis of
Louisville, who is also a senior.
All of the team members had praises for Coach Bill Cornell,
who was a college All-American iTunself. "He is the greatest,"
said Sturt of Coach Cornell.
Cornell should be able to look for another fine season next year.
Fennell promises to be one of the most exciting runners in the
nation if he lives up to his potential.
As for Krejci, there will be quite a few records left behind for
someone to try to break.
Krejci ran the 10 mile Alton meet in 48 minutes flat. His nearest
competitor was over two minutes behind. Small wonder considering Krejci averaged 4:48 per mile over the 10 mile course
and knocked an even two minutes off of the old record.
Krejci holds the Murray State indoor mile record with a time of
4:12. Also he holds the indoor two mile record with a 9:01. The
Murray stadium mile record is 4:12 also held by Krejci. The
Illinoisian holds the three and six mile school records with times
of 14:0111 and 29:25 respectively.
Krejci began running track when he was cut from his high
school football team as a freshman. As a senior, he was conference cross country champion and held several high school
course records in Illinois.
Krejci ran for Murray in the fall of 1965 when the Racers
finished second in the OVC Championships. He didn't compete
(luring his sophomecalsligasstacibe end of the term he Joined the
Peace Corps.
He spent two years in Micronesia helping to rehabilitate
agricultural practices in the area. At the completion of his Peace
Corps services he returned to school and track in 1969. However,
he changed his major from physical education to agriculture.
Krejci plans to work at agricultural rehabilitation in tropical
areas upon the completion of study at Murray State.
With men like the cross country team members,it is no wonder
that the fourth floor of White Hall is the most interesting and
friendly floor of any on campus.

By DON C. BECKER
6,805 yard Lucayan Country
FREEPORT, Bahamas (UPI) Club, the scene of the 44th and
—George Johnson, one of the final tournament of 1971.
few black regulars on the U.S. Another minority group memprofessional golf tour, teed off ber, Juan "ChiChi" Rodriguez
today with Arnold Palmer's of Puerto
Rico, captured
caddy at his side and high Wednesday's pro-am competihopes of capturing the ;130,000 tion by shooting a course
Bahamas National Open.
record 64. Johnson was tied for
"I think George can do it," second with Bob Lunn, Julius
said "Creamy" Carolan, stocky Boros, George Knudson and
bag toter for golf's all-timd defending champion Doug Sanmoney winner, who along with ders.
many other of the game's top "I hit 14 perfect drives and
stars was missing from today's was putting for 18 birdies," said
opening round.
Rodriguez. "I think I have got it
Johnson celebrated his 33rd back."
birthday Wednesday by shoot- Johnson missed two fairways
ing a four-under par 87 at the with his drives but he was
:
10.•
.A.,,L11,11.1111S.NA•k‘k
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WELCOME
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ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION!
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* Register for 4 Great Prizes
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* Free Pirate Hats for All Children
* Pirates Under 6 Free Catfish Pirates 6-12 50' token charge
Please Come and Help Us Celebrate
Two Years of Serving Seafood Lovers
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"Home of All You Can Eat"
Highway 641 N.-Murray, Ky.
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Lakers Down Houston
For 18th Straight Win

THE CARR RATINGS
NV

DON CARR

TOP TWENTY TLAMS - 1971 6 74 . pitEssAsoN IsASKElbAL.I.
I - U. C. L. A.
2
NuRIII CAROLINA
3 - SO. CALIFORNIA
- MARQUETTE
- 0110 STATE
• - HOUSTON
- HARTLAND
• - SOUTH CAROLINA
• - KENTUCKY
10- JACKSONVILLE-FLA.

7

98.0
97.1
97.2
46.3
96.1
94.7
94.6
94.2
94.0
93.4

LUVISVILI ,
11
12 - Lola; EILA:
13 - NEW MERIu.
14 • MORIOA
..ST. JUHSs
INDIANA
LA
17 - KANSAS
Si
BRIGHAM
IA 19 - TENPESSI,E
20 - NO. CAROL 174

'
91.,
,

92.2
91.,
91.r.
91.4
6
90.5

COLLEGE BASKETBALL GAMES OF DECEMBER 10, [
:::s61115
FAVORITE
FAVORITE
MARGIN
OPPONENT
WENT
7
BulSE
OREGON
17
N. W. NAZARENE
PoR11-1.PA:1°)
BROCKPORT
OREGON STATE
OKLAHOMA STATE
27
PLATTSBURG
CENTRAL IOWA
20
SIMPSON
ROSE HOLMAN
.11
DUQUESNE
12
IOWA
WATERLOO
ST. JOHN FISHER
E. C. OKLAHOMA
HAYWARD
22
PHILLIPS
SAN JOSE STATE
E. TEXAS BAPTIST
14
GRAND CANYuN
BAPTIST CHRISTIAN
SANTA FE
5
LAU CLAIRE
A:
SEATTLE PACIFIC
24
STEVENS POINT
DAVIS
FLORIDA SOUTHERN
25
20
GEORGIA STATE
So. CALIF04111A
LOYuLA-CALIFLIRSIA
FORT LEWIS
3
SOUTHERN UTAH
WESTERN MuNTANA
COLORADO WESTERN
FREDONIA
TRINITY CHRISTIAN 29
22
HOUGHTON
ROOSEVELT
HARTFORD
24
NORWICH
IOWA STATE
U. C. L. A.
HAWAII
39
:
)1J
, = VISTA
WARTBURG
LINFIE1D
HOUSTON
14
ARIZONA STATE
WESLEYAN
IDAHO
17
WICHITA
MANKATO _
-9- TilLANE
ILLINOIS
•MARS HILL
WoFFORD
TuiA
KANSAS CITY
3
GRACELAND
CLASSI
KEARNEY
21
SIOUX FALLS
BAYOU
t. 11-71,
82.7
I
LAMAR UNIVERSITY
('AN AMERICAN ---6r..7
BAYLOR
EL PASO
9
WEST FLORIDA
S. W. LA.
91.0,
LUNG BEACH ST. - 2.o
MISSOURI
1
PACIFIC
CABLE CAR CLASSIC - 52.101. 11-71,
M IS}.OURI smite(
24
CALIFORNIA
OZARKS-MISSOURI
SANTA CLARA----73.8
, SU. CAROLINA ---96.4
MOORHEAD-MINN.
21
VALLEY CITY
SAN FRANCISCO-7,
MOUNT ST. MARES
16
MOUNTAIN CLAUS 1. - 12-10 & 11-71:
TOWSON STATE
*
NO. CARO. A & T
24
DELAWARE STATE
COLUMBIA
RUTGERS
78.6
NO. CAROLINA ST.
1
NORTHWESTERN--74,6
PURDUE
WEST VIRGINIANORTH DAKOTA
20
ROCKY MOUNTAIN
VANDERBILT INVITAlloNAL - 12-10 & II -71:
NORTHWOOD-MICH.
76.7
26
DETROIT TECH
BRADLEY
MISSISSIPPI-,- 76.5
,
OLIVET
21
MERCY
FullpHIS STATE-3.1.
vANDERBILT
157,1.
SEASONS RECORD.
HIT.
MISSED-56
P01-860
sallaraillia0
...IMAterykrosr 1-971
-81711-°"-171rintril{GS SERV/CT —/wwIRICHM1111111Ww.,--WW

Fans Say That Lamonica's
Head Doesn't Match His Arm

By United Press International
"Jerry West was just great in
the clutch —as usual."
That was Coach Bill Sharman's summation Wednesday
night after the Los Angeles
Lakers
beat
the
Houston
Rockets 125-120 and moved to
NBA Standings
By United Press International
Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division
W. L Pct. GB
Boston
17 10 .630
New York
14 12 .538 2/
1
2
Philadelphia
13 14 .481 4
Buffalo
11 15 .423 51
/
2
Central Division
W. L. Pct. 613
Baltimore
11 15 .423 ...
Cleveland
9 18 .333 2/
1
2
Cincinnati
8 17 .320 2/
1
2
Atlanta
8 17 .320 24
Western Conference
Midwest Division
W. L Pct. GB
Milwaukee
24 4 .857 ...
Chicago
18 7 .720 41
/
2
Phoenix
14 11 .560 8/
1
2
Detroit
10 15 .400 124
• Pacirie Dhrlition
W. L Pct. GB
Los Angeles
24 3 .889 ...
Seattle
18 11 .621 7
Golden State
16 13 .552 9
Houston
6 22 .214 181
/
2
Portland
5 22 .185 19
Wednesday's Results
Baltimore 115 Portland 97
126 Cleveland 107
Alla 115 Cincinnati 109
Los Angeles 125 Houston 120
(Only games scheduled)
Thursday's Games
Chicago at Detroit
Atlanta at Phoenix
Los Angeles at Golden State
Only games scheduled)

within two victories of the topped the Cincinnati Royals
National Basketball Associa- 115-109 in other Wednesday
tion's all-time mark of 20 in a night games.
row.
John Havlicek's 28 points led
The lakers' 18th straight six Celtics who scored in double
victory —two behind the 20 in a figures in an easy victory over
row put together by the the Cavaliers. The Celtics led
Milwaukee Bucks last season — 63-46 at halftime and closed out
increased their season mark to the victory with a 40-29 fourth
24-3 and gave them a seven- period. Dave Sorenson led the
game first-place lead over idle Cavaliers with 19 points.
Seattle in the NBA's Pacific
Archie Clark scored 30 poi,*
Division. It was the Lakers' for the Bullets, who rallied in
second
closest
margin
of the third period after trailing sa
victory during the streak.
-25 at halftime. Sidney Wick*
"This was by far the toughest had 24 points and
Dala
game of our string," said Schlueter 20 for the Blazers. 17
Sharman. "The Rockets are 100 Kevin Loughery scored 11 (II
per cent improved since our his 20 points in the last
last meeting and seem to be minutes to clinch the victor-,
adapting to Tex Winter's triple for the 76ers, who dealt the
post offense. And Jerry West Royals their fifth straight loss
was just great in the clutch — The Royals rallied from
as usual."
eight-point halftime deficit td
Gail Goodrich had 42 points trail by one point with 6:34 t6
for the Lakers while Wilt go but the 76ers drew away
Chamberlain took only one shot thereafter.
from the field —a shot he made Bob Rule led Philadelphia
with 5:26 to go in the third with 21 points while Nate
period. Elvin Hayes led the Archibald had 26 for Cincinnati. Rocket., "101-3) points.
The Lakers try for No. 19
against Golden State tonight ASTROTURF DUE
and play their next game ST. LOUIS(UPI)—Astroturij
at
home will be installed in the ruta;
against Phoenix
Friday night.
football stadium at Central
The Boston Celtics defeated Michigan University at Mt.
the Cleveland Cavaliers 126-107, Pleasant, Mich. at a cost of
the Baltimore Bullets beat the $250,000 and will be cqinpleted
Portland Trail Blazers 115-97 by next fall.
and the Philadelphia 76ers

By MILTON RICHMAN
cluarterhack who led them ta good feed:wafter-art-04 start:—
UPI Spora Writer
'- their fourth straight divisional Buffalo over Houston—The
NEW YORK (UPI)—Daryle title last season.
meetin' of the beaten.
-*O41=1.0.41140411(
0.11M1.0.11•1111.041MWO-41IMPO.0.10O19
Lamonica is catching it pretty "I've got a lot of pride in
Monday
good.
0
myself as a football player and
Las Angeles over Washington
(For Senior Citizens)
He's catching it from the fans I feel I'm
as good
Allen and eight
a —George
State Approved and Licensed
and from the media because quarterback as a lot of others former Rams return to the
to be open January 1, 1972
here he is in his ninth year in around. I work hard at it and I Memorial Colisetnn for a warm
Write to Box No. 2, Murray,Ry,for Reservation
pro football and the general just don't think it's fair when welcome, a real warm one.
.01•1•00.411.0.111=1A 0IIMpO
4O
116=P-44 411=0.0
feeling is his head will never they come up with that 'head
match his arm.
and arm' stuff. I feel my play
His critics claim he's un- selection is as good as any
imaginative, a blockhead. And quarterback's around."
Oakland's two straight losses "I'm sorry, but I don't.
haven't helped. A lot of people What's Daryle Lamonica supweren't happy with Lamonica's posed '1)5 say now, his play
play calling in last Sunday's selection is lousy? He might go
loss to Atlanta. They felt he join Chin Oliver if he said that.
was moving the ball fine up the Oakland has beaten Kansas
middle with Mary Hubbard City seven times in their last 10
says
carrying but then he went to meetings. If the Chiefs take this
wide sweeps and blooey. Three one they clinch their first
different times he got the division title in five years.
Raiders inside the Falcons' 10 I think they will.
and came away with zilch.
Miami battles Baltimore fok
Now with Kansas City coming first place in the AFC's Eastern
up Sunday Lamonica is catch- Division and Detroit meets
ing it pretty good again. Some Minnesota with the Vikings
of those same people are saying looking to nail down the NEC's
he has the arm to beat the Central Division title anki the
Chiefs but not the head. Lions shooting for a 'wild
Lamonica isn't happy hearing card" playoff spot in two other
that.
big ones Saturday
"It upsets you a little bit,"
says the 30-year-old Raider The Dolphins figure if they,
can stop Johnny Unitas they
can win.
"That's the big thing, stopping Unitas from controlling
the ball game," says Nick
Buoniconti, Miami's veteran
middle linebacker.
What Buoniconti means is
that the Dolphins have got to
concentrating well, which has have Unitas in 2nd and 8 or 2nd
been one of his problems, and 7 situations. That's when
according to his friends. Having they're in control. But when it
Everytime ou make an
gets to be 2nd and 5 or 2nd and
a top caddy figures to help.
Johnson captured the $7,000 4, that's when Unitas is boss.
out-of-town shopping trip
I like Baltimore in this one
Azalea Open first prize earlier
you add more concrete and
this year and he ranks 67th on and Detroit in the other one.
asphalt to hig city streets.
On Sunday, my other choices
the earnings list with $35,781
"The first time I worked with are:
And everytirne op shop
San Francisco over Atlanta—
George was the Kaiser International and we finished fourth," it could be a little too late for
out of town you take aiwa
said Creamy. "He hits good the Forty Niners.
local money needed to make
Dallas over New York Giants
straight drives and that's what
improvements in our
you have to do on a course like —The Cowboys smell that
supermoney.
this with all that rough."
community.
New Orleans over, Cleveland
Johnson is typical of a list of
players who will be struggling —Browns, first team to clinch
Hometown buying has a
to win exemption from having divisional honors, will be
hounce-hack, douhle-dolln ,
to qualify in next year,'zi looking primarily not to get
value you can't find
tournaments. Under PGX 'rules, hurt.
New York Jets over New
the top 60 money winners and
anywhere else.
all major tournament victors England--Joe Namath is likely
When you have hometown
to play and also likely to have
are exempt from qualifying.
Among those working for the a fine day.
loyalty our business
exemption here are defending
Chicago over Green Bay—
community prospers and
Sanders, Good spot for the Bears to snap
champion
Doug
our entire comMunity.
George Knudson, Bert Greene, their slump. Now somebody
Larry Ziegler, R. H. Sikes, should go tell their offense,
prospers.
ChiChi Rodriguez, Jim Jamie- which hasn't scored a touchson, Dick Lotz, Bob Goalby, down in three straight games.
Let's pave hometown streets
Steve Reid and Don Bies.
Pittsburgh over Cincinnati—
first. Shop at home.
r4I
Some of the Steelers have made
*
a vow--they're gain to win one
ROCKETS TO BE SOLD
1311194—
on the road this year.
JACKSONVILLE, Ma. (UPI) Philadelphia over St. Louis—
—General Manager Bob Sabou- Eagles feel if they were
rin of the Jacksonville Rockets beginning the season now they
said Wednesday the team's might even have a shot at the
board of directors has voted Super Bowl, which is a pretty
COMMUNICATE CONFIDENCE.
unanimously to sell the Eastern
TV RECORD SET
Hockey League club.
The Rockets have a 6-20-1 NEW YORK (UPI) — The
record and are mired in the Thanksgiving Day game beEHL Southern Division cellar. tween Nebraska and Oklahoma
attracted the largest television
audience ever for a regularPLACE NAMED
season college football contest.
NEW YORK (UPI)—Thomas The game, televised by ABC
C. Place of Cleveland has been averaged
13,6 million homes
named press secretary of the per
minutk according to
Professional Golf Association's Nielsen ratings. This surpassed
tournament player division, it the 13.3 million average
was announced Wednesday by achieved by Notre DameCommissioner Joe Dey
Southern California in 1970.

Bahamas National Open
Golf Tourney Under Way

IG
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FERN TERRACE LODGE

Peoples Bank

SHOP AT HOME

it's a sign of Confidence and helps
build opportunity in Murray.

Do you help
pave big

city streets?,-,1
_

JUL
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Sleepwear, wigs, blouses
make great gifts for gals
By BETH MOHR
Copley News Service
There was a time when
selecting a loungewear gift was
simple. The quilted robe was
the thing. For Christmas, they
were satin and full length. No
decision-making problems.
Then the variety began to
increase. Quilted robes soon
appeared in satin, nylon and
cotton prints and pastels. Along
with the straight king coat
styles, there were shorter
lengths, full-back-flat-front
silhouetbss, empire and natural
slashed
waistlines, side
Oriental motifs and belted or
unbelted designs. That's the
way it still stands in the quilted
robe department — if all she
expects is a robe to serve as
iust a robe.
Most of the new loungewear
clothes have a much more
interesting life. They can
lounge around on quiet
evenings, serve as hostess
outfits or go out to informal
parties.
Lang gowns came with deep
on legs
• ,side
sheathed in pantyhose of
glamorous textures or bright
colors. Long full skirts, that
may be quilted or not; close
only at the waistline to open an
shorts or lang pants. They are
available as separates or in
costumes with their own short
or long pants jumpsuits.
The quilted pants and tunic
outfits that have been among
loungewear selections for the
last few years still are popular
— with women who have
slender figures. If she happens
to be a little over-weight, get
her pants or pajama outfits in
unquilted material.
On the more casual side are
two items in keeping with new
fashion trends. Breakfast or
model coats gathered onto
yokes and featuring full sleeves
gathered into wristbands and
large pockets look like the
smocks that have inspired
jacket and dress styles in other
areas of fashion. Short
kimonos, reaching to the knee,
have the Oriental look that is
predicted to be the leading
irerid for spring and summer.
Y ur sly, „pre-Christmas
should go beyond size
to type if you're looking for
stockings. Women today wear
pantyhose, thigh-highs or

regular stockings.
Renaissance or Juliet styles.
Pantyhose are the most
Look at the fabric content
popular You buy them ac- labels. They will tell whether
cording to height and weight If they are washable by hand or
you have a rough idea of how machine, drip or tumble dry or
tall and heavy she is, you won't to he dry cleaned Practically
have any trouble with size. any type blouse, in every color,
There are also stretch pan- print or finish can be found in a
tyhose that fit any size.
washable material.
The package also will tell you
The variety in handbags
about the panty top of the hose. seems almost endless in both
That heavier knit top comes in hand and shoulder bags and
bikini, brief and slightly longer they are all good looking. If she
styles. If she wears short skirts is a gad-about, she is a likely.
or shorts, take a pair with candidate for a shoulderbag
bikini or brief top. There also Conservative and older women
are all-sheers, keeping the stay with handbags_
same sheerness from toes to
Try to find the color she
waistband. They're pretty, but would like. Stores display
long.
as
don't wear quite
handbags in color groups. To go
Color is in great variety. If right to the group in the color
she is on the young, dashing you want will take care of your
side, get something bright in first step in buying, arid save
either sheers or opaques. Dark time.
sheers, such as navy, black or
If you don't know what color
off-black arid dark brown are to get, take a look at the
most flattering on the leg — if tapestry and needlepoint bags.
she wears the ciark clothes to go In multicolored floral, paisley
with them. To be on the safe and geometric patterns, they
side, you may choose from are fashionable this year and
among the neutrals that go with go with everything. Leather
everything.
trims, • ,t4 oaat.di ltutod or
Thigh-high stocliWgii to -shoulder straps, give Wein a
the top of the thighs. They are sporty look.
held by a special band at the
If she wants a wig, get her a
top of the girdle, without gift certificate. She should try
garters. You shouldn't get it on and have it styled just for
these unless you know that she her. When you get the cerwears them most of the time. tificate ask for a wig box to put
They're no good without the it in. That will give you an
right
Intriguing package-to put under_
Regular stockings with welt the tree.
top held by garters still are
popular among older women. FIVE-HOUR TRAFFIC JAM
With both thigh-highs and
PLAYA DEL FtEY, Calif.
regulars, you will need to know ( UPI)—A two-story house got
the correct size.
stuck on the Imperial Highway
Blouses have long been
Tuesday and caused a traffic
with
the
favorite gifts. Along
jam
that lasted for five hours.
ever-popular whites, are bright
The house was being moved
colors, stripes and prints in
from one location in the Los
both sporty shirt and prettily Angeles area to another when
feminine blouse styles.
the tires on the trailer carrying
Among the most fashionable it bogged down in soft sand in
this year are the sleek jersies the center divider of the
that fit with a sexy, softly highway.
clinging movement, and the
shirts to be worn under
Now You Know
sleeveless sweaters, vests and
By United Press International
jumpers. Most of the jersies
have turtlenecks and long
The first concern in Amerinarrow sleeves. The shirts are can California was held June
in prints as well as white.
7/, 1849 in San Francisco,
The more feminine designs featuring Stephen C. Masaett,
with pretty collars, bow ties, an Englishman known as
embroidery or lace trims often "Jeems Pipes of Pipesville,"
have the most interesting whose opening number was
sleeves, that are pleated, "When the Moon on the Lake is
puffed, tiered or gathered into

alb

CLIP THIS COUPON —

Many Blind Persons
Employed by Firm
valuable on the job market toTORONTO (Ai', - A.N.
day.
Magill. totally blind as a
"As far as blind people are
result of an accident 44 concerned, the person with proyears ago sits ip the driver's fessional or semi-professional
seat of the Canadian National experience has no trouble with
Institute for the Blind, and employment at a reasonable
maintains it is this type of in- level He finds personal and
fluence that sightless persons employment independence '•
have over the lives of others in
To illustrate his point. Mr
the same situation that has Magill said that at a recent
made the C741B "unique" seminar qf blind and partially
among world organizations blind corroeiter programmers a
with the same awn.
number of them said they had
Magill. who as managing di- recently changed jobs
rector is the paid boss of 1,500
'A few years ago this would
CNIB employees from coast to
have been unheard of If you
coast, says the remarkable
had a job you kept it because
thing about the institute is that
chances were you would never
"the blind people are contribget another one. You didn't go
uting to the operation of the
rocketing all ovet Canada lookorganization.
ing for jobs. This is a tremen"There_ isn't a department dous achievement.' 1 see more
here, except accounting which
ansl more of this happening."
requires accurate work with
In his present position. Mafigures. in which you do not gin, 61. heads a $4-million a
registered
blind
person
have a
year operation which serves
This has made it famous • •
27,000 blind persons through 50
Magill. who completed high offices in Canada
school and later received his
master of arts degree in eco •nomics after losing his sight. INSIST ON
said he believes the future for A LIGHT
the totally blind and the partialWEIGHT
ly blind is in training_
are 230 blind_peraaiks,
enrolled in Canadian universities today. I am confident the
Nell. SOILS
OPWOMTUft,w
future holds greet promise for
blind persons if well take full REMINGTON
advantage of the multitude of
aids, resources and services CHAIN SAW
that are available.
MODeL
"We would like to see blind
persons of-every- age'complete
51.-10 A
high school or university and
those who have lost their sight
after completing their educaore's a fully automatic RemCHRISTMAS SPIRIT—Bob Hope always knows what the servicemen want when he makes his
tion learn techniques which are
ington Chain Sow you can use
holiday round-the-world tour, and one thing obviously is a pretty girl. Ursula Andress, dressed in
PAKISTAN INVITES NIXON
to fell trees up to 30 inches in
purple hot pants, joined Hope in an appearance aboard the aircraft carrier t'SS Kennedy
UPI) — diameter, And it's ideal for
WASHINGTON
President Nixon has been trimming and pruning, cutting
invited to visit Pakistan on his firewood, even building outdoor furniture.
way to Peking in February.
The invitation came Monday
Weighs just 10' lbs. yet has
powerful 51 cc displacefrom Pakistani Ambassador
ment engine
Nawabzada Agha Mohammad
Fingertip starting
Raza,
who
presented
his
Low-tone muffler
credentials to Nixon at the
Automatic oiling
White House. Nixon was nonconference
table."
around a
problems, would rather be committal on accepting the
Cushion grip handles
By PAUL CORCORAN
What Hope tries to give the home in Perm Springs this
facloalse 2-year warranty
Copley News Service
invitation but said he was
HOLLYWOOD — There is no serviceman is a respite, year.
Fully assembled in its own
appreciative.
deeply
one quite like Bob Hope, who is however brief, from war and
"My idea of a really great
carrying case
boredom.
almost as closely identified
Christmas, if you want to know
PRICES
RAISED
with Christmas as Santa Claus. • His troupe always includes the truth," he said, "would be
MUNICH, Germany (
For the 21st time,the 66-year- pretty girls. The wars may be to have all the troops come to
old comedian will go abroad to 'different, and the datelines Palm Springs where I'd get Despite loud protests and
gt but girls are girls — Bing Crosby to sing 'White threats of boycott, beer tent
entertain the troops. The
• g Hope is well aware Christmas' for them.
owners at the annual October
around-the-world pilgrimage
will cover about 30,000 miles in Of — and seeing a pretty
"That isn't possible bits year, Festival raised prices this year
15 days aboard a C-141 woman is good medicine for a
so I will be making the swing. by 13 per cent.
Remington Chain Saw
Visitors to the fair drank
Starlifter. Hope will give ap- lonely man.
They are so darned glad to see
prices staid at $129.95
Hope, for the 17th time, also anybody from home, they give about four million liters of
proximately 20 performances
•Iirss der and eheie
have
will
Les
Brown
and
his
welcome."
in as many different countries.
beer, or 9 per cent more than MURRAY SUPPLY CO., Inc.
you a big
band
along
on
the
1971
trip.
"We hoped perhaps we would
Hope always realizes deep in 1970, the city administration
As do most members of the satisfaction from the trip. Most
208 E. Main 753-2361
not need to hit the road again
announced.
Hope
and
troupe,
Brown will of the men appreciate his
this Christmas," said the
master of topical humor, "but wait until return home to shows, and a good number let
him know
the Department of Defense felt celebrate the Christmas season
with their families.
A small young sailor aboard
it was needed. Since they asked
long
ago
Hope
discovered
the aircraft carrier U.S.S.
me, I was glad to say yes."
Hope, who films the shows to that it doesn't have to be Dec. Kennedy expressed it this way
use segments on a 90-minute 25 to get the Christmas spirit. last December:
"It really does not matter
Between Benton and Mayfield Hwy.58 at Harvey
"Thank you, Mr. Hope, for a
special
colorcast,
has
developed a limitless com- what day you get here, Mr. little bit of joy."
passion for the serviceman_ He Hope," a soldier told him last
knows how lonely a man in December. "That day is
South Vietnam or Iceland Christmas, whatever the
can be during the holiday calendar says."
Prowl The
The exact spots where Hope
season
released
are
not
perform
will
'There are spots all over the
world,'' Hope said, "where for security reasons. The
there are men who need to be countries he will visit will be
By United Press International
entertained at Christmas. identified shortly before his
UNITED NATIONS—Justice
December,
no
in
departure
There is no lonelier time of the
year, whether you are in Korea information will be released on Abu Sayeed Chowdhury, chairor on a ship in the bases to be visited in Vietnam. man of the unofficial East
Pakistan rebel delegation to the
Mediterranean or in the
The NBC show that Hope and
OPEN SUNDAY 1:00 to 4:00 P M
II.N.
bpondocks of Thailand — let editors will put together for United Nations, on theceasecalling for a
Drive Out After Church
resolution
alone Vietnam."
presentation in January is
Hope has had the full impact dramatically different from his fire in the Indo-Pakistani war:
OPENS WEEKDAYS 10:00 to 7:00 P.M.
"Our liberation movement
of war brought home to him other specials.
Drive Out After Work
many times in visits to the
Hope, of course, is the will go on until the last soldier
Elmo
and
Doris Reed are proud that their brandy,
wounded and injured men in principal figure but the "stars" of the invading army of
hospitals around the world.
are the men in uniform. The (Pakistan President Agha
of piano was recommended and 28 were pur
camera at each base focuses on Mohammed) Yahya Khan is
"War is the most impractical
chased by Murray State University for the new
the faces of the servicemen. thrown into the Bay of Bengal."
thing in the world," Hope said
Wives, sisters and other family
in a serious, philosophical
Fine Arts Building.
members back home, aware
RAVENNA, Ohio—Ohio Attorcomment.It is costly in lives, in
health, and of course in money. that Hope has visited a par- ney General William J. Brown,
ticular base, closely watch the announcing that charges are
"You wonder when the day
will arrive when we Will be television screen to see if they being dropped against the
5
$4
can identify their man.
adult enough to settle our
remaining 20 defendants in the
Hope, who has been troubled Kent State University violence:
differences the way civilized
men should settle them —
in the past by serious eye
"We just didn't' have enough
to go on. We went as far as we
could possibly go, ethically and
morally, and we just weren't
going to waste the taxpayers'
money by trying to go further."
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Indomitable Bob Hope
hits the road again
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BRING THIS AD

THE FABULOUS FAKES

n

Our representative will help you with your selection.
Will Be On Display
4 Days Only At Big K —
December 9- 10- 1 1-12

• :3

Don't miss this sale' If you can't
attend, send someone for you. You
must send exact size

7

—ALL RINGS SET IN STERLING,
OR GOLD—
Bring this certificate and $4.99 pins
tax and receive a Ladies' Sterling
Gold Filled Ring, set
Sever or
with 3#2 Kt. Genuine Reproduction,
Sparkling Flashing With Lifetime
Guarantee.

kt.
$49Only
9

Ladies' 1 kt

'5.99

Ladies 2 kt

'6.99

Dinner Rings
Men's Rings
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REED'S MID-SOUTH MUSIC
of BENTON

*It

If set in genuine diamonds
these rings may cost $100 to
$200. Come in, compare with
your genuine diamonds. See
If you can tell the difference.
surprised,
be
You'll
delighted and amazed. Many
of the wealthy people keep
their real diamonds in the
vault and wear these and
their friends don't know the
difference.

So

MANILA—Adelaida Cruz, Brrested on suspicion of kidnaping
and selling 17 children, explaining why she tore out her hair
when police confronted her:
"I pulled off my hair as a
sign of my sin."

6.99
'8.99
Ladies Ready To Wear

Mayfield, Ky.

WASHINGTON—Sen. Edward
R. Brooke, R-Mass., speaking
against confirmation of William
Rehnquist as a justice of the
Supreme Court:
"Mindful of the four words
inscribed on the court, I have
concluded that Rehnquist is not
the right man at this crucial
period in our history to
reassure the people that the
court will hold true to its
sacred dictum of 'equal justice
under law."
S

Lowery Organs
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Mid-South Music of Benton
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Soviet Yuletide

No room at the inn
for Jesus in Russia
To assist him [led Moro:has
MOSCOW (UPI) - At
Christmastime, RUS8111 has ese- a beautiful, golden-haired girl
erything that America has. Ev- named "Snegurochka" (Snow
erything, that is, except Christ. Maiden), who is so delicate she
A Western stranger visiting melts away when New Year's is
this officially atheist nation at over.
The Russian New Year at its
the end of December would see
very little that differs from most typical can be seen in
New York or Chicago. Colored Moscow's huge Detsky Mir
Eights, decorated trees, gift- (Children's World) department
laden shoppers and images of a store, billed wake world's bigbearded, befurred olif man de- gest toy store.1
The tall centeal hall contains
livering toys on a sled..
But the Russian Christmas a 50-foot-high fir tree, called
season hai been carefully shorn a "Yolka," whose boughs sag
of any religious meaning. The with decorations,colored lights,
ancient Pagan trappings of dolls, candies and gifts. Beneath
Christmas were adopted whole- it tens of thousands of shoppers
sale by the communist regime, teem through the aisles in
and transferred to the New search of gifts to be delivered
on New Year's Eve_tother.ity_'e
Year celebration:
Except for a distinct Russian children.
flavor, those trappings could Gift delivery
have come straight from New
For many Muscovites the
York's 42nd Street.
delivery is arranged by a
The hero of the season is
factory New Year committee
"Ded Morox" (Grandfather which provides a costumed [led
Frost), a jolly old man with a Morox and Snegurochka to
white beard, bright red nose drive to apartments of factory
and fur-lined clothing. He rides workers with bags full of toys.
in a sleigh drawn by a traditionA religious Christmas still
al three-horse troika, and deli- exists in the Soviet
Union. But
vers gifts to children who have
•
sfits441
7
,-44410-noticed
been rood all -1.E.-af'tong.

oft
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Is there life on Mars?i,

Careless Xmas clutter
could cause catastrophe
By ROBERT BETTS
Copley News Service
Christmas is a time of good
will, feasting, merrymaking and carelessness.
Some people will spend it unexpectedly in the hospital. For
others, it will be their last.
Christmas is the most
dangerous time of the year.
Most accidents in the home
happen in December. One occurs every eight seconds.
It starts with putting up the
decorations. Tripping, slipping,
over-reaching and overbalancing, using rickety steps or
chairs, or resting ladders on icy
surfaces outside the house,
sends more people to the hoe:
pital than any other home accident.
Christmas lights give a home
that cheerful, warmly welcome
look - but electricity hasn't a
spark of good will for the amateur. Defective plugs, sockets
and wire its insulation cracked
and brittle from being stored in
the attic between many Christmases-can prove fatal to the
touch.
Electricity '
nillierisatverloaded contribution, too, to the
fires that mar Christmas for
many a family. A spark or the
slightest from a short circuit in
a string of colored lights can set
dried-out Christmas trees and
paper decorations quickly
ablaze.
Since Christmas is said to be
a time for children, it followsironically - that children
figure high in the Christmas
accident rate.
Toys bought for them as gifts
are often blamed. The Food
and Drug Administration has
banned 150 toys as hazardous
this year, after being sharply
criticized by consumer groups
last year for failing to ban allegedly hazardous toys by
Chirstmas.
The National Safety Council
warned: "Each year, the increase in toy accidents following Christmas giving is tragic
and tremendous."

By FRANK MACOMBER
Military-Aerospace Writer
Copley News Service
Man on earth apparently has
an abiding desire to find life in
some form on another planet, if
Use sturdy steps or ladders
While manufacturers have
for no other reason than to
modified many types of toys to and check that they are standknow that somewhere someone
ing
firmly,
before
climbing
to
out
eliminate hazards pointed
else
is just as happy or miserhang
decorations and lights.
by the FDA, they also claim
able as he is on this globe.
that most accidents occur not Set the foot of a ladder away
The U.S. Mariner 9 spacebecause of faulty manufacture from a wall at least one quarter
craft's journey to Mars and its
the
distance
to
the
point
of
upare
chosen
but because toys
orbiting of the red planet to feroften inappropriate to the age per support and see that it is
out new secrets of the
ret
anchored firmly.
of the child.
mysterious ball some 250 milUse proper electrical circuits
Sharply pointed toys, and
lion miles distant from earth
anything that can be broken and extension cord of the right
are triggering a new space deweight
for
the
amperage
to
be
apart, leaving wires, pins or
bate.
tiny pieces that can be swal- used. Do not overload the cirThis time it's not whether the
lowed are hazardous in the cuit with extra plugs and long,
United States should continue
hands of an infant or toddler. snaking extension cords. If in
with costly space programs.
doubt about the ability of a
"A lot of our best customers house circuit to handle the load,
Instead, the argument developeat instructions," said Chuck call an electrician.
ing among Mariner 9 scientists
Williams, Mattel's director of
and others is whether it is
Keep tinsel and metallic foil
quality assurance and safety, well clear of contact with an
idiotic to think and talk about
"SO we print them with nn- electric socket,-to avoid risk ()f- people or even living ortoxic ink. They also munch, a short circuit. Artifical trees
ganisrns on planets other than
gnaw, swallow, bite, chew, made of aluminum or other
our earth.
masticate, sniff, chomp and metallic foil are fireproof but
Dr. Bruce C. Murray, pro-.
lick about every product We they also should be kept clear
fessor of planetary science at
make.
the California Institute of Techof electrical trimmings.
"But there are a finite numnology, Pasadena, and a memIf a natural tree is preferred
ber of ways that a child can be buy one that has been
ber of the Mariner 9 science
profeshurt from a toy: cuts, bruises, sionally
team, kicked off the new argufireproofed, and stand
punctures, falls, injection, al- it in fire resistant material. Put
ment by observing that the
lergic reaction and so forth. extension cords where
chance of life existing on Mars
persons
Ow job is to eliminate or mini- cannot trip over them,
is the figment of man's imagikeep
mize the. possibility of injury wrappings off the
nation.
floor, give
from every one a these fittteauthori'FaVral
put theft-possibilites."
ties have speculated aboutlife
presents in, and follow the moton Mars is that man, as a huChristmas toys cannot take to of The Council on Family
man species, has been guilty of
all the blame. In many cases Health; "Keep Christmas Gutwishful thinking, collectively
they have nothing to do, or are ter Gear."
that Mars would be like earth,"
only indirectly connected with
In other words, Have a Merry
says Dr. Murray. "He had a
the accident. Excited, intent on - and Safe - Christmas.
very deep-seated desire to find
fun, children romp, climb, and
some other place that may
plunge, go careering into furnisomehow be habitable"
ture or dashing across the
street to show their gifts to
others. Many are hurt trying
out bicycles, skates, darts or
Hawaii is served by all comelectrical toys before being in- munications media. Recent
structed in how to play with' statistics show 80 post offices,
414,000 telephones, 214 radio staOffenders who appear in
them safely.
Judge Michael Corrigan's
Adults, too, tend to be in too tions, 10 television stations and
juvenile court in Wichita,
much of a party mood to guard seven daily newspapers.
Satellite communications
Kansas, run the risk of being
against that one drink that may
filmed for public television.
be too many for the road. High- and live television broadcasts
So favorable has been the
way deaths are highest in De- on a global basis are available through the Communipublic reaction that Judge Carcember - around 5,000 - and
rigan, father of three, is considhalf the accidents involve cations Satellite Corporation
(COMSAT) ground station on
ering extending the experidrunk drivers.
ment.
Oahu.
To their "If you must drink
don't drive- motto, safety exEach Briton spends $64 a
Abraham Lincoln was the
perts offer the following ad- only president ever to undergo year on household lighting.
vice:
enemy gunfire. Lincoln faced heating and cooking. according
to government statistics.
Rebel bullets at Fort Stevens.

Communications media
serve Hawaii isles

Television shows
juveniles in court

What Dr. Murray was saying
in effect is that man would like
to escape from the earth's doldrums, at least once in a while,
just as he has moved from the
crowded city to the suburbs.
And now, after a series of
manned Apollo journeys to the
moon, he has found it would
make a poor suburb of earth,
that the golf courses would be
no more than huge sand traps
and that nobody could live
there for long, much less start
up a subdivision development.
If the moon is inhospitable,
Mars is even more so, according to Dr. Murray. Three
earlier Mariner spacecraft
hurtled by Mars in 1965 and
1969. Photos flashed back to
earth showed the planet is
hostile to earthly life forms,
cold and dry, with no breathable atmosphere, virtually no
water vapor and no evidence
that Mars ever had seas.
"There never has been any
evidence of life on Mars," Dr.
Murray insists. "It has just
been a very attractive idea.

Interior Furnishers
of Murrax.,_.,,,
Carpet & Accessories
Located at Hale's Trailer Court
at 5 Points

* SPECIAL *
1st Quality RubberBack Carpet
2.95 sq. yd.
Over 100 Samples To Choose From
Open 3:30 to 6:00 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Saturday
1:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. Sunday

Trtrzerirtriz

r7.

ii#1"001

Chain Saw
at $129.95
iu ba• and ehoin

SUPPLY CO., Inc.
ain 753-2361

You can't disprove that any
more than you can disprove
there is life on the moon."
Another Mariner 9 scientist,
Dr. Carl Sagan, Cornell University astronomer, agrees
that man's longings may have
gotten the better of his facts in
this business of whether there
is life elsewhere than on earth.
But there he parts company
with Dr. Murray.
That doesn't mean that be- cause a possibility is interesting it isn't true," he contends.
"Just as there clearly have •
been excesses in the direction
of conclusions that there is life
on Mars, I think there also have
been excesses in the other direction.
"There is, as far as I can tell,
no more reason to conclude
that Mars is lifeless than there .
is to conclude that it is in- •
habited."
In other words, nobody really
knows and may not know until
man lands on Mars as he has on
the moon.
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For the lecjions who love spice-drop colors
fun-to-be-with separates that really lead the

lively
life. Out-of-the-shower fresh yumthings. Layer them
on every which way. Solids, 100% wool flannel.
jacquards and stripes, 100% acrylic.
Sizes 3-15; shirts, 5-15. Left to right:
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Crepe shirt, 80% acetate. 20% nylon, -$10.00
Blazer, -$28.00
Flared hipsters, -$16.00
Acrylic mock-turtle. 34-40, -$8.00
A-line skirt, -$11.00
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Acrylic ribbed turtle. 34-40 -911.00
Patterned vest, -$18.00
Patterned skirt, -914.00
Acrylic jersey shirt, -$11.00
Vest, -$18.00
Striped hipsters,-$15.00
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Stockings on fireplace gone for mom and dad?
By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service

peace on earth, good will toward men? Has it become
strictly a hollow phrase which
comes and goes with each
Christmas holiday?
Nene of these questions has
pat ,answers one way or the
other. Yet each raises some
doubts as to whether Americans observe Christmas as
they did earlier in this century.
Without passing judgment,
let's just look at some of the
changes over the years:
The Yuletide tree of another
era was a rich dark green,
freshly cut from the forest. Today it is likely to be plastic and
just about any color you want,
from cerise to baby blue.
Or, if you must have a natural tree, you may have to look
a while to find one that isn't
scrawny._ That's because the
handsome trees have been air-

with those of the kids, Its not a
lost but certainly a rare Yule
custom today. The parents
usually are too busy doing the
last-minute pre-Christmas Eve
chores to have tirne for such a
luxury. And besides, often as
not the youngsters have figured
out that Santa couldn't force his
girth down their chimney anyhow
The really young still are
thrilled by Christmas, though.
They don't know yet that there
isn't any Santa Claus except
Dear Old Dad. They haven't
conie to realize that Christmas
traffic is so congested and
dangerous that one Christmas
Eve night there were 25 auto
crash fatalities in Los Angeles.
Unhappily, the Christmas
holiday is one which keeps the
National Safety Council busy
counting traffic deaths up into
the hundreds, an American toll
greater than that for most
months in Vietnam.
There are those, of course,
who will argue that the "good
old days" were not all that good
and that it takes a good deal of
myopia to look back on everything as better then than now,
especially at Christmas time.
How about the Great Depresclan of the 1930s, they ask. when
.thuie--1P4s...f4.,.e"•ttmo were

By PHIL THOMAS
mediately can pick the bad guy
AP Newsfeateres Writer
from the good guy And. if the
Remember when the ChristNEW YORK tilPi — chase is done with realism. you
mas tree was a green fir or
have
an
emotional
involvement
"Oh. I'm a good driver...
pine, painted only by nature?
film producer Philip D'An- It's a Walter Mstty sort of thing.
Or when even Mom and Dad
in a way. with the viewer puttoni remarked ruefully. •'This ting himself in place of the guy
hung their stockings on the
morning I was coming out of who's doing the chasing
the fireplace mantle Christmas
my yard.and drove into the good guy
Eve?
basketball stand Here I am
Or when kids were approach--It's a vicarious thing I It
making chase movies about bet
their teens before they
there isn't a man around
cars and I wreck my own car'
out that wondrous old
who wouldn't like to driving
The cars in D'Antoni s films
that car on The French Con- gentleman, Kris Kringle, really
take a beating also, but not until nection'
) through the traffic wasn't Santa Claus but the figthe viewer has been treated to lights,
going at teiritii speed. ment of an early-century Gersome spectacular chase sejust forcing other cars out man imagination?
quences In his first film. Bull- and
of the way
All that and more was before
chased car over and
itt
DAritoni. a deep-yoiced man the birth of America's so-called
around the hills of San Franwho emphasizes his points with affluent society a few decades
cisco. to a literally blazing endhis hands and body. says The ago, before the Yuletide gift ining In his recently released
Connection'- was based dustry began to burgeon into a
second. -The French Con- French
on a real case in which a giant multi-million-dollar seasonal
nection. the chase envois es a
drug smuggling' caper was enterprise.
hijacked elevated subway train
Did the affluent society muff
and'r. wildly -purstitng---auto- Much of the film is •real.'. he out the traditional American
mobile
exception
notable
says
The
Christmas, brought to this brushed into multi-colored triAnd the thrill of the chase
apparently is what pulls them the chase -It never really hap- country across the Atlantic by
angles, or flocked with white or
in at the box office - Kollin.- pened.- admits D'Antom with a the Pilgrims? And what about red snow, or maybe blue.
according to D'Antoni. has tak- smile -I knew we had to come
The 75-cent tree which used
en in some $35 million since It up with something better than
17-P0t. ND TROUT
to go on sale at the corner
was
so
I
Bullitt•
in
.
chase
the
first flashed on the screen in
ROTORUA. New Zealand vacant lot is no more. You can
1969. -No one knows what The guided greatly by what is (AP) — The largest trout taken get a fair tree for $5 to $7.50, but
we
York
So
New
about
unique
French Connection' will do..- he
for many years $10 will buy you a far more
meth- in this district
-says with a shrug and then considered all the unique
was- landed from Lake -Tar- hardy one that might last
New
transportation
in
smiles. "but the forecasts are ods of
awera. It was a rainbow. 17 through the holidays.
extremely high at the mo- York
pounds. 6 ounces caught by
As for the old custom of the
• •And then the idea ()I the
F Sucsils_
ntariritalltarii.mt—..alndymnasc--,...
ifindmc Moir stockings
antfear
ed into my mind one day. I was
taking a walk at the time
D'Antoni currently is working on a film called "The Seven
The film, based on a
story written by D'Antoni. concerns a group of policemen
ork o_oly_on felonies —
_
crimes: where the penalty is
seven years and up
It has. of course, a chase
Tennessee
scene:
But D'Antoni won't give Out
withCtails. -I Won't tell about
it.".
smiled -But it's going
t.
to boa real gas •
WOMEN BREAK BARRIER
WASHINGTON 1UP!) —The
Customs Bureau has announced
the appointment of five women
as customs agents. They were
the first women ever named to
the corps of agents which
PHILIP D•ANTONI
detects narcotics smuggling and
ipvestigates other customs.
D•Antoni an independent related fraud.
The five were Janet Ingram,
film producer whose pictures
are distributed by the major 3, Denver, one of the first
film studios, describes his films women sky marshals named
as "action-adventure.- and last year; Susan Rowley, 25,
all picas arbosct to chino to coalmine
thinks Idseir chase' sequences Miami; Geraldine Baker, 25,
are popular because
New York; Sarah Durantan 23,
-It gists yeiu a specific rootYOUR CHOICE
YOUR CHOICE
ing eleinent — you im- Boston; and Phyllis Barrett, 24,
on
New Orleans.

jobless, there was scarcely
enough Inufle), in many families for a Christmas dinner and
certainly not enough for more
than token gifts for the children?
And what about the Yule dinners served to the homeless by
the Salvation Army, the allnight missions and the
churches?
All this happened, to be sure.
And, ironically, it still is happening in this richest nation in
world history. The unfortunate
often still are as hungry at
Christmas time as they are
during the rest of the year. And
the Salvation Army, the missions and churches are just as
busy as they were at Christmas
40 years ago.
The advent of the affluent society has brought other marked
changes in Christmas. The
greeting card industry, with
great imagination, has built an
empire on the Yule season and
other times of celebration, such
as birthdays, weddings, anniversaries, Mother's and then
Father's Day, etc.
Early in this century most
Christmas cards were handwritten notes, penned by one
triendAccs1.,_

sunal thing that endured from
year to year.
For those who challenge the
"affluent" adjective on the description of the nation's
modern-day economy, there
are those who buy "his" and
'her" matched Thunderbirds
or Cadillacs for $25,000. Too
large to fit around the
Christmas tree, the dealers
steal up Christmas Eve night
and leave them in the driveway
for the couple which had
darned near osserything and
now really halk
Or how abqxd Dallas' Neiman-Marcus department store,
with its offer last year to sell
you a "Noah's Ark," just in
case there should be that kind
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Yule tree, thus cutting down
sharply the terrible toll of fires
started by Yule tree candles

Moreover, the Christmas office party either has been
abandoned where it used to
wreak havoc or has been
dampered down to where the
wives and husbands of employes are invited. Then there
is the other kind of modern
Yule office soiree, where fellow
employ
biggather to visit the zoo
or the
uarium or perhaps
pack
lunches for a boat
tour of the bay. These kinds of
parties are fun and seldom lead
to complications.
The only problem unsolved
now is how to dispose of the
Christmas tree after the holiof a flood again? Sure enough, days without further damaging
it sold last year for $588,247, the environment. Burn
it and
with delivery four years hence. you create smog. Leave it
out
The turkey still is the tradi- in front for the trashman and
tional Christmas feast bird, you are cluttering up the
just as it serves as a Thanks- ecology along with the landgiving gourmet's emblem. Yet scape. So eventually yoo will
over the years many American have to chop the tree into little
families have turned to ham, pieces — often a half-day's job
duck or individual squabs for — so it will fit into trash bin,
the Yule board.
or bury it.
Now, as Ebenezer Scroo6r
On the other side of the
ledger there are some good finally admonished in the last
things to be said for the modern chapter of Dickens' Christmas
Christmas. Technology de- Carol, go have a merry Christer337":..
mas:— • • ---tair.....-veloped c4ectriL
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1°
,

4.
kw. .• •
&wk.,
el 1001
aft. c6616., Two •••
114
weed 4•116.
..
=1
4d

HAI-KARATE
COLOGNE
The perfect Christmas gift!

61••• le.• 066. .6
,6.
631 P•
,
•••••., 351 C•6••
I•N. ;mod 0•116.
••••••
MI**
aftrarwovekm .11myeTC1-

$266
1 IFIs

Repeat of A Sellout!!

Big K s Price

JAINS/
MEWS
CORDUROY SHIRT DRESS SHIRT
366
354

••••• 66•16

Big K's
Price

me4r4ry
hristmas

(/' Christmas '
MAKE HER CHRISTMAS MORE MEMORABLE WITH A ROBE FROM

BIG

K

er-

LADIES
BRUSHED TRICOT

GOWN

3

66

-t=
.11.:7
4
•od WO4M111$ S.••• ••••11
mod., 4.,6 ••••• 4.10
aamoaki

Reg.
52.50

$166

BRUSHED TRICOT
WALTZ LENGTH

GOWN .. . .3.54
BRUSHED TRICOT

PAJAMAS..3.88

POLAROID
COLOR FILM
Type 108 for daylight and flash
pictures with Polaroid camera
(Limit: 2)

Reg. '4.22

LADIES
NYLON

$366

BRUTE LOTION
by Faberge
Please him this Christmas with Brute!

'I')

PEIGNOIR SET
.••• %WWI
clOnieril 4.. re.* am/ 11•••••
11.6. •••••••••••••
••••• 661•1••••. ••••1 dor,.•••
41..656,(.4 3. 15 4••••••
667-• •••••••••I MI ago.
•••• 36•II •••••••••• 16,6
614.• Wive,•••••61
.

11

$600

1
•33
11.4

LADIES
PANTIES I BIKINIS

LADIES

ROBES
88
•••• •••
mkt ••••twor
e••••• oval •••,••
•••• owl ••••••
4.....d

Om S /.6. • •••
•••• no.• We.
6.1 1.,•• ••••••
10 11

.0

USE OUR LAYAWAY PLAN...

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

111 Use Your
Phone 7534777

44

tag ..6.6 we 66 rev/. %akar IS. Owe
.6.
••••
C6•66••• .••••••• .61
ety• 66,
.
.•••• 4,.• 4.N

.e
boo
iti••••••• ,pleot

Murray, Ky

LADIES
NYLON QUILT

ROBES
33

ROBES

NO EXTRA CHARGE

Store Hours: 9-9 Mon.-Sat
1-6 Sundays

L

LADIES

You. BURN

3.2-oz. size

•

4
4

NYLON LONG GOWN
NYLON SHIFT 00%141
NYLON RAP DOLL PA j•IAA,

••••••••••• 0111•L••••10111.111111111•••

1.`",
),4 I.

BANKAMERICARD

Hoy.. 61•16•• fto 6••• ••••••• •••••••
1•11
1•••••• .16 0•166$ 4.. .66.6
•••••
...0•• end W.. %es 06111 1101 0,1•••
1.66 1.1•••••

LADIES DUSTER
444

Oaroa 46.6 •••••••
o14.•••1
1.4.• ISIS
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Down the
4.14,

Housing activity
NEW YORK (UP1) - Projected housing activity for the
full year 1971 shows the F.ast is
expected to lead the nation with
a 20 per cent increase or
1970, according to a survey of
100 key metropolitan areas.
The poll indicates the Midwest would be a close second
with 19 per cent. Experts see
housing activity in general
chalking up an average 10 per
cent gun over 1970, says Allan
W. Cox, Owens-Corning market
research manager.

arden Path

0-fit

;ir

.77

•
,l'ent1;1:'tAeljiP,A

BY MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS
"I heard the bells of Christmaa Cactus should be ready by the
Day,
last of the month. Mine is a
Their old familiar carols play.
ng plant and I very much
And wild and sweet, the words you that it will bloom this
doubt
repeat,
will miss it as it is one of
Of peace on earth, good will to year I
Protecting concrete
men."
'Urb‘
poinsettia holds
PITTSBURGH (,UP1).Of
These words of Longfellow's
Students at Faxon Elementary School have recently completed
esitt.nheChristmas plants. an and suburban homeowners
se
)euelie
place
first
poem come to mind these days
a swimming course at Murray State University in connection with
choice, but I can protect concrete sidewalks
the lred one is my
as the excitement of Owistmas The
recent studies in health in the class taught by Mrs. Earl Tucker.
love the white ones also. They and driveways from the damagdo
pile
to
begin
gifts
As
us.
upon
IS
Pictured first row, left to right. Cynthia Coates, Sherri Thomas,
attractive when ing effects of winter's freezeup on the closet shelf and are so very
Linda Miller, Teresa Turley. Tammy Outland, Debbie Coates,
with red ones. Their thaw cycles and de-icing salts
placed
recipes of bygone years are
Gale Ahart, and Donna Boggess, second row, Leanne Brown,
so clear and really with a sealer that is easy to
pulled out, plans begin buzzing whiteness is ones seem redder
Beebe Blackford, Vanessa Curd. and Sharon Buchanan; third
apply and remains effective for
makes the red
as
get
I
and
head
my
in
excited
mu,
Cindy Rudolph, Cindy Darnell, Christi Coates, Tonwya —
nareTheissenvuser.ithlat
up to five years. The concrete
than
is
Christmas
child.
a
such
as a
West, Patricia Tucker of Murray Middle School, Pam Harrell,
sealer, which can be applied
white
wonderful season, and has
with a roller or spray, also can
Ann Ross, and Jennifer Darnell. Not pictured are Teri Morris, -are planted
always been. There is much talk
used to decorate concrete,as
be
Sheri Morris, Bonnie Parrish. Sandra Sum. Debbie Young,
about
of it being commercialized and water and rocks, are
Rhonda Young, and Theresa Parrish.
blossom. Their it is available in a variety of
perhaps that is true, but there is ready to
colors as well as a clear
so much that is sincere and sweetness fills a room, yet so
formulation, says PPG
delightful.
is
it
that
subtly
love
and good wishes
filled with
Industries.
that it far outweighs any
y
so maed
t are associatn
rist ahave
floers
er flow
commercializing that is being other
done
.1 US 2-4 200-240 lbs., 20.00-20.25
Service December 7, 1971
with the season. Things such as
FRENCH RAILROADS
Just look at the happy faces cyclamen, gloxinia, and what is
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 19.50-20.00
fares in France
Passenger
in the stores and on the strees, more lovely than red carnations.
Market Report Includes 9 biiying US 3-4 260-200 lbs., 19.00-19.50
average only 3.5 cents a mile,
"Vty I S Levi fieSiltt..
happy
the
to
listen
chatter
just
proin
others
Sows
1
00
and
these
stations
Use
of children and just look into
Si,,, more the merrier. compared to four cents in West
Receipts. Act. 441 Est 9 US 1-2 270-350 lbs.,
skarn')Germany,and six cents in
your
and
heart
own
you'll
a
find
Christmas is not a time to
Barrows and Gilts mostly sinaida4In, Azt.wm-4-sVas., 14.50-15.00
'US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 14.00-14.50 a glow that, believe ioi- hot, ha in decorations. Bring in pine-'"
Sows steady
reflected in a sparkle in your branches and cones, holly
few at 13.00
US 1-3 200.240 lbs., 20.25-20.75
eyes and a smile on your face. sprays and mistletoe, I would
Advertisement
US 1-2 200-230 Ibis., 20.75-21.00 'Boars 11.50-13.00.
There is nothing like the like to bring in the whole
mystery and excitement and the outdoors and smell the fresh
weiglitt Maly.
cos Wert
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• rush of this, the most beautiful green odor. If we have nothing Yee
MONADEX is • May 1•1010 sad easy
will bap cerb
day of the year.
but greenery, we can make the to mike. MONADEX
desire fee excess feed. Let lessAnd just look at the beautiful house so Christmasay, .I,hat our yew
•less.
wei
to spirits will rise andire will get dregs wod will seteerwies.
belong
that
flowers
yew
N. strewswes exercise.
Christmas. The Christmas interested in spite of ourselves. lit..
•rs
Wort today. MONAD. costs

cOlen

p,„etica r•• •
(

More Britons try West Germany
British workers in West Germany seem likely to number
20,000 by the New Year if the
present rate of recruitment is
maintained.

OPEN EVERY
SUNDAY
Until Christmas
1:00 - 5:30

glare httit
Watt *Pere-

Dirsivc
filevrticlotts,
£44.4.4

Purchase Area
Hog Market

cl5c.R
NFIcwers

I

el

LOSE UGLY FAT

•
•
•
•
TVA Linemen Set
•
Wake Your Home More BeautifuLMQre Livable •
• New Safety Record
•
The 300 employees in TVA's
•Power
•
System Operations

WITH THE FINEST

•... Accent your carpeting with a

beautiful Oriental Throw Rugl
• Persian Rugs, Decorative Lines Including:

•
•
••
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
KIRMANS - BOKARA - CHINESE •
• SAROUK - GENUINE ANTIQUES - HERIZ
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

LINENS

•
Oval and rectangle sires.
• Madeira Cut Wori( Linen Table Clothes
Mat
Place
Sets — for oval and
a
of
Also
Selection
Beautiful
•
rectang
tables.
le
•
•

•
•

•

Contact: Mr. Ern•st Khourie

104 Clanton Street

Fulton, Kentucky

LITTLETON'S
The Happy Yellow Store

I:is
rI
$3.00 fee • 20 day supply. Le:
yew wow/ will be
tat
with a* westi•es asked. MONADEX
is sold with this ettereetesi by:

Wallis Drug Store, Murray,
Mall Orders Filled.

Coat pant
_Mumai

Eastern District have completed
a million manhours of work over
the past two years without a losttime accident—the first time the
unit has reached this mark.
Their work is classified as
"high hazard" since it involves
testing, operating, and repairing
some 5,000 miles of high-voltage
power lines and 156 power sub.
stations.
The district's employees are
stationed at Chattanooga,
Crossville, Cleveland, Knoxville,
Morristown, and Johnson City,
Tennessee, and Murphy, North
Carolina. They are responsbile
for TVA's power transmission
system over a 20,000-square-mile
area reaching from the Alabama
border to Virginia, and from
North Carolina to middle Tennessee.

Phone (502)472-3244
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C`rrtis miss alt.Guide

This is December the last of
the year, so let's give it a great
and glorious send-off before we
welcome the New Year.

PA(

This year, the figure has
grown from 13,000 to 17,000,
spread over a wide range of
German industries.

w‹4

The most exciting rock group in town!
We've got rockers that rock,rockers that swivel and rockers that recline
Whatever your style,it's a moving experience

And gift ye. ladies, with this year's most
exciting fashions. Knit blazers and sports
coats, sleek knit slacks. knit shirts, even the
deluxe knit leisure suits and dress suits
All ant here, awaiting your approval.- and
his. on Christmas Day

FREE GIFT WRAP
OPEN NIGHTS 'TIL CHRISTMAS
WHEN IN DOUBT GIVE A TRAD SHOP
GIFT CERTIFICATE

If you haven't yet discovered our fabulous collection of
Ethan Allen American Traditional rockers, why not come
down today and browse. You'll,see a style, size and shape
to match any decor ... fully ujholstered wings, and wood
trim stylel in a huge array of soil and stain resistant fabrics
.. . wood rockers in Old Tavern, Heirloom, or in authentic
hand decorated patterns — Boston, Salem, Cape Cod and so
much more. Even rockers that recline!! Better yet, come in,
sit down and try these wonderfhl show pieces displayed in
completely decorated room settings. Is there a better way to
envision how they'll look in your own home? We don't
think so.

"Distinctive Apparel
For Centlemen and'Scholars"

Talk to our Home Planners about any decorating problem
you may have, and don't forget to ask for your free 358 page
decorating idea book, the Ethan Allen Treasury.

United Home Furnitthings

'ffmr"traS5fiop,U
PADUCAH.KY.
311 Broadway
OPEN NIGHTS TILL CHRISTMAS

EthanVAllen'

h
th,
:
Third
111

Carriage House
Open Friday Night Until 8:30

Phone 443-6257

Pc
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the figure has
13,000 to 17,000,
wide range of
tries

ST JOHN'S JOURNAL

Environmentalists pose
question of credibility

RY

By JEFFREY ST. JOHN
Copley News Service

as

from starvation."
Franklin Russell, a respected
naturalist historian, took out
after one of the leading environmental polemicists, Barry Commoner, and his book,
"The Closing Circle," arguing
that for every negative

N'S
Store
— -.••=e2eirr.147.-1r,
,
0
1,731111'

Indications Are That
Yugoslav, Not Australian
Anticipated Improvement
Champion Boomerang Thrower
In Economy May Not Show
By GORDON TAIT

There are indications that
unless further steps are taken to
improve the climate for the
nation's independent business
sector, the anticipated improvement of the economy in 1972
will not materialize.
This conclusion is drawn from
the continuous field survey of the
National Federation of Independent Business. Currently
the data shows a decline in inventory investments, a critical
indice.
Dollar value of the inventories
by the independents
held
dropped a significant four points
in October over August. The
question is asked respondents
how inventory dollars compare
with the previous year, with no
adjustment made for the increased cost of goods. In August,
66 percent reported higher dollar
inventories than in the previous
year, but this dropped to 62
percent in October.
However, the most significant
data shows up when the retailers

and wholesalers, who account for
72 percent of the distributive
function are stripped out, the
margin widens.
In July, 77 percent of both
retailers and
wholesalers
reported
higher dollar inventories but in October this had
dropped to 73 percent for
retailers and 72 percent for
wholesalers.
While the investment incentive
tax credit will aid all sectors of
business, the major need of the
independent business sector,
according to Federation surveys,
appears to be legislation to
permit tax credits to build up
inventories due to the erosion of
inventory capital over the past
two years through higher taxes
and inflation.
Increased
manufacturing capacity anticipated from the investment
credit incentive will require a
helathy distributive system.
The prevailing problem is
tersely stated by the owner of an
Ohio shoe store who says, "I'm
rather new a,t roneting a small
business, since my husband
passed away a year ago. As new
as I am, I have learned a few
things. It is difficult to get ahead
of the taxes, just when you think
NEW
YORK (UPI)-The you have a few extra dollars,
normal expectation for notv taxes takes it. The average
would be for a perte4041 employer cra-r..a --mope* with
consolidation, according
to union wages to hire new and
Standard & Poor's Corp. And good help, nor offer all union
this should provide favorable benefits. I employ nine women,
opportunities for pursuing a several are on Social Security,,
program of deliberate accumu- and I believe they should earn 1
lation of reasonably valued more than $1,680 if physicallyli
stocks, the firm says.
able. As a recent widow I could:
not raise my three teenage
Underlying all the evidence of children, one in college with
better business is the prospect Social Security benefits alone,
that profits will continue to therefore I'm grateful to be able
grow in 1972, according to to carry on
my husband's
Spear & Staff Inc. This is the business for extra income.
keystone of its belief that "This is far from a gripe letter,
periods of irregularity, such as for I'm thankful for what we work
recently experienced, should in for. I would say my way of life,
the long run prove to be as a small independent retailer,.
excellent stock buying opportu- with a mortagaged home, and
nities, the firm says.
three children is average, but
each day it gets a little harder
Perhaps the best news the
market could have would be an
agreement by the leading
foreign countries on a solution
for the international monetary
problems, says Harris, Upham
& Co. Since such an agreement
is necessary to prevent a
worldwide depression, the firm
says, it seems a fair bet one
will be reached.

ecological fact there is a positive one.
"Rachel Carson's terrifying
NEW YORK - "There are
description of the disastrous
men in the world," observed
overdose of DDT in New BrunsWinston Churchill as far back
wick's forest," Russell writes,
as 1898,"who derive as ;tern an
"did not include the fact that
exaltation from disa*r and
two years later nearly all life
ruin, as others from success."
systems there appeared back
One was reminded of this reto normal."
markable Churchill insight in
Russell is especially disthe aftermath of the American
tressed at how environmental
Amchitka underground nuclear
alarmism has created in young
test. None of the nktural disstudents, whom the environasters forecast by the environmentalists have used to push
mental foes of the underground
their program, a pessimism
A-test took place. In fact, alabout the future.
most no damage to the environBetter watch out. Better not
But he hits the proverbial
ment resulted.
pout.
nail on the head when he identiOne wonders whether the enFor weeks before Christmas, fies the possible outcome of the
vironmentalists would have felt the Santa Claus set is close to environmentalists' proposed
smugly satisfied and a "stern angelic. Nobody wants to risk solutions: "The ecological
exaltation" if their doomsday wracking up a stack of goodies. crisis which Commoner so
prophecies had proven correct. But tantrums and fury can creep lucidly outlines is, in the end,
However, the irrational and ill- in as the Santa season
fades less concerned with biology
informed predictions of dis- away.
than the politics of regulation.
aster illustrate how those who
Breath-holding is a not-so- To satisfy his demands for a
say they want to save mankind uncommon
tantrum technique self-perpetuating society, we
from environmental ciestrucamong youngsters from the ages apparently need a bureaucratic
43ion are dubious saviors.
rontrol mechanism that doesn't
They remind one of those of six months to five years: gnrnib. sound
much
like
a
youngsters,
in
fact,
have
a
many
shaggy fanatics ou a street
democracy."
as
five
to
ten
breath-hol
ding
corner with signs reading,
Nor are Commoner's totali:"Repent! The end is near." We sessions a day.
According to Dr. Samuel tarian solutions isolated. Alcould smile at such fanatacisin,
most all the flood of books on
for it was harmless. The en- Livingston of the John Hopkins the environment advocate
University
School
of
Medicine, either a national
ytronrnentalists, on the other
or an internahand, cannot be taken lightly, breath-holding is often trigazipti tional dictatorship as a neceswince they are likely to create by an emotionally disturbing sity to deal with the environore harm than that damage incident. If the child gets results, mental question as they see.it.
ready inflicted on the en- he uses it again and again. Dr.
Prof. Richard Falk of
vironment.
Livingston, who has studied Princeton University is much
Men and women of reason hundreds of children with this more blunt than most: "Must
trid reputation, however, are at problem, says the child usually the efficacy of violence be
long last beginning to speak up gives two or three short, loud, repudiated to resolve the
against ignorance, irresponsi- violent cries. Then he stops planetary crisis?" he asks on
bility and irrationality of some breathing.
page 62 of his book, "This Enenvironmentalists. Dr. NorIn severe breath-holding spells, dangered Planet." ". ... It
man E. Borlaug, the 1970 Nobel the
child may actually turn blue, would appear that ( the probPeace Prize winner, for exparticularly around the lips. He lem) can be dealt with only by
ample, delivered in Rome a few
relying on central guidance
days after the Amchitka under- may also become rigid, lose backed up by community meconsciousness and precipitate a
ground atomic test an eloquent convulsion.
The trauma can chanisms of coercion to secure
--''''' • 'rebuttal to those environ- terrify
compliance with planetary
parents.
mentalists who seek to ban the
In spite of appearances, standards of welfare."
use of DDT.
Americans should hope and
Dr. Borlaug won his Nobel however, Dr. Livingston, says pray such environmentalists
Prize for his work in perfecting breath-holding is really quite make a few more foolish forenew wheat strains, precipitat- harmless. The seizures should casts like those about the
,c,Ing what is called in world agri- not, he says, be considered Amchitka underground atomic
ulture "The Green Revolu- epileptic. And our respiratory tests so that such ecological
ter simply forces us to breath storm troopers can be laughed
His work holds out the pros- *ter a few minutes. The best *out of existence.
pects that underdeveloped attitude for parents to take, the
countries may solve the savage doctor advises, is one of "puri St. John is a CBS Radio Net.and age-old scourge of starve- poseful neglect" to prevent the work "Spectrum" commentahon.
child from using these spells to tor and is seen each Monday on
-If agriculture is denied the dominate the family. In extreme the CBS-TV "Morning News,")
use of these chemicals," Bcr- cases, psychiatric guidance may
Jaug argued before a meeting be helpful.
ANCHORAGE'S STAR
i-'ofrthe U.N. Food and AgriculYour Kentucky Tuberculosis ANCHORAGE, Alaska (UPI)
e Organization, "because of and
Respiratory
Disease -Anchorage has its own star in The liquidity picture has
wise legislation that is now Association has no hints on how to the east today, thanks to the Improved there are discernible
being promoted by a powerful bring up children.
signs inflation is slowing and
But they do U.S. army.
group of hysterical lobbyists have a great
The electrically-lighted star, interest rates are dropping,
deal of information
who are provoking fear by pre- on
breathing and how the lungs containing 250 bulbs, was according to Pioneer Western
dicting doom for the world
work. Check with them. Write turned on at the top of an army Corp. The firm says it is bullish
through chemical poisoning,
missile site 4,000 feet up the over prospects for the next 12
then the world will be doomed P.O. Box 8406, Louisville, Kenslopes
tucky
of snow-blanketed Chu- months, particularly in the
40208,
and
use
Christmas
not by chemical poisoning, but
latter half of next year.
gach Mountains.
Seals.

Breath-Holding
Not Uncommon
Among Children

Vialr Street
Chatter

I
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SYDNEY tAPI - There's
a good old Aussie argument
going on about boomerangs
- those come-back-to-me missiles perfected by the original
Aussies. the Aborigines.
The main point at issue is:
Are the "Made in U.S.A.- models imported into Australia for
sale to American tourists superior to those made by Aborigines in Australia?
The world champion boomerang thrower says. -Yes the
Yank models are better
An
Aboriginal leader says nonsense.
After that it probably will be
no---surprise - -reati-stliakr,Abo
world champion is not an Aborigine. not even Australian
born, not even American born.
but Steve Silady. born in Yugoslavia.
The argument was sparked
by Sen Neville Bonner. the

first and only Aboriginal mem- Affairs. was given his say:
"Our boomerangs do come
ber of the Australian Federal
back - they're not fakes.
Parliament
Some boomerangs mass
Bonner. in a speech to Parliament. asked for tariff protec- produced in some Australian
tion for boomerangs -so that factories for export overseas
cheap imitations from overseas are of poor quality But t
will not undercut the authentic boomerangs made by Abort vtAboriginal article •• He sug- nal craftsmen still are the bo
gested legislation to restrict the in the world. The hand-made
manufacture of boomerangs in ones are unbeatable
Australia "to those who own it
The Americans can't proas their special heritage
duce anything like some of the
Then came the follow-ups
boomerangs we see in this
Silady. who won his title with a country. Our Aborigines make •
throw of 125 yards in Sydney in some that can be thrown in the
1967. was sought out.
air and make two complete cir"American boomerangs gen- cles before hovering and falling
erally are better than Aborigi- at the thrower's feet. Nothing
nal-made.- he said "Anierican produced overseas can compete
manufacturers. like Australian with these.
-Making a boomerang that
-mnufacturers: are concerned that their boomerangs come will hover in the air fo‘a numback The Aborigine couldn't*Mier of seconds is an art which
care less whether his comes has taken hundreds of years to
back or not, as long as itnrooks perfect. Most American mispretty and sells.''
siles can't compete with the
Then Noel App. manager of properly made Australian prodthe Foundation for Aboriginal uct

PRONTO FILES
Was
$575

Letter Size
Legal Size

Now
$375

$450

Liberty Storage Boxes

TOO Ea

Ledger & Times
Office Supplies

Mciirticlk,

451 South 16th St.

Phone 443-6432

The More You Hu\ The More You Save
If Purchase Is:

'9999 YOU SAVE 10%
299 YOU SAVE 15%
'59999 YOU SAVE 20%
$600°::YOU SAVE 25%

McBride Interiors Is The Place To Do Your
Christmas Shopping and SPEND LESS.
Discounts apply to stock, furniture and accessories, lamps, ashtrays, pictures, paintings, pillows, sofas, tables, bedroom and dining room groupings, chests, curios, you
name it—we have it.

Free Design Assistance With Purchase

9

443-6257
Paducah, Ky,

lac ittictg,

Beautiful Clothes for Active People
THE ROUGHRIDER. SOFT POLYESTER PILE
IN A CLASSIC BELTED COAT,
45 00
FROM WHITE STAG.

(Demotic Nrbait
Murray Hwy.

451 South 16th. St.

Phone 443-6432

White Stag

0 4111M. .61010.o 111=1* 11INW o AM*

411110.

./1
)
12/11
)
Pt

Mayfield, Ky.
OIMI•
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Huge Record Collection
Full of Vital Statistics

'ger'
By LYNNE OLSON
Associated Press Writer
SALT LAKE CITY
a
\ AP) — John Stables,
former Scotland Yard
detective, now spends much of
his time examining crumbling
marriage and birth certificates
in musty English archives.

vault j above) in the
RECORD TROVE — A huge granite
millioqs of rolls of
holds
City
Lake
Salt
mountains near
latter-day 'Saints
of
Christ
Jesus
of
microfilm of Church
patrons of the church
Mormon) genealogical records. Below,
means of microfilmed family
library trace their family trees by
three-quarters of a million rolls of
records. The library has
microfilm available for public use.

New
Derek Metcalfe, once a
to reZealand policeman, treks
villages to
mote Polynesian
of
record on tape the recitation
men of
family histories by old
the village.
Both men are among 14 genealogical field representatives
Jesus Christ
for the Church of
Saints (Mormon),
day
Latterof
whose collection of genealogiheadquartered in
cal records,
largest in
Salt Lake City, is the

The society employs about
500 people and spends more
than $5 million annually in its
work
Tracing family trees is important to Mormons because of
the church doctrine urging baptism of dead family members.
According to Mormon teachevery corner of the globe
The society has divided the infl, persons who have died
world into nine different areas, without being baptized in the
may be baptized
each of which is covered by Mormon faith
posthumously through a proxy.
trained genealogists.
"The genealogists go to who must be a . living relative
Mormons collect records of
churches, libraries, record depositories, and state and nation- their families as far back as
al archives to locate the they can trace them.
When all members of a derecords in their area," says
ceased family have been asoffiTheodore Burton. church
sembled into a family unit, then
cial directly in charge of the living family members also
society. "Then they arrange for may participate in a ceremony
the documents to be micro-

stead of live ones.

Since l884, the Genealogical
Society of the Mormon Church
has been gathering millions of
volumes of birth and marriage
records, wills, land grants, parish registers, court proceedings
and other vital statistics from
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united in heaven.
Genealogical studies also are
popular with non-Mormons,
who daily come by the hundreds
to the church's genealogical library here to pour over microfilms of family records
Three-quarters of a million
rolls of microfilm — equivalent
to nearly three million printed
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books of 100 pages each — are
available in the library for public use.

Also on the shelves are six
million printed family genealogicies, genealogical periodicals. and histories of towns,
counties, states and countries
"More and -more people are

taking up genealogical research sealing themselves to h
its a hobby," Burton says. "IC
ad relatives.
becomes,a fascinating treasure
ed in a
)
"Our eventual object is to
- We're still invola
This, according to church hunt. Some people get so wrapsays gather together microfilms of
huge detective hunt:doctrine, enables the entire ped up it becomes an obsesStables. "But now we're all the vital statistics we can
family tree to be physically re- sion "
searching for dead ones, in- find in the world " he says
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We expect you to say"prove it" when we tell
you the 1972 Ford Torino hasa remarkably
smooth,quiet ride and handles easily.
Okay.Hem's proof.
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Ford Torino comes in
nine new models, including
the beautiful new Gran
Torino series. The Ford
Gran Torino 2-Door
Hardtop is shown here
with optional vinyl roof.
whitewalls, and wheel
trim rings.
Ford Torino offers a I
responsive new integral I
pqwer steering option. I
Ford Torino has
an all-new coil
suspension system.
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Ford Torino uses
special arrangements of
suspension locator arms
for handling control. I

TURTL
Ford Torino comes with
standard front disc brakes.
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Check Ford Torino's quiet, smooth ride
and easy handling at your Ford Dealer.
See if all these changes don't add up '
to more car thnn you expected.
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one wall, bathing light on a
particularly dramatic wall, such
as brick or stone, or emphasizing an arrangement of paintings
or a prized piece ofsculpture.
therhead fixtures are being
used increasingly for decorative
ele,ctrocution. An electric cord
in a pool of water can bring
accent, such as a pull down lamp
instant death.
iAer a game table or conversa_
tion center. When the total
Living room. For subtle,
room area is less than 225
decorative illumination, down..quare feet. a chandelier or
lights may be used. Reflector
other ceiling fixture holding no
bulbs of 150 watts may be
less than 200 watts of incandesd into the ceiling along
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By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS
JEW YORK (UPI) — As
wither approaches, with its
shorter hours of daylight, lighting becomes a matter of
protection as well as a decorative
requirement for the home.
Indoors and out, any time of
sear, improper lighting can
create a setting that is accidentprovoking for the family, and
appealing to the prowler.
'Crime is on the rise in city
and suburb alike. The American
Home
Lighting Institute
(AHLD and the National Safety
Council recommend as one of
the most effective crime preventitives a well illuminated home,
including exterior entries,
walks, garage or carport and
garden area. "Prowlers seek the
dark, and with the elimination
of these shadowy areas," they
say, "crime rates go down at an
impressive level."
To best judge the lighting
-required by your home, AHLI
suggests, turn on all lights,
interior and exterior, and take a
walk around. How well lighted
is your entry? Can you see
clearly someone standing at the
door? Are any steps clearly
marked for easy and safe
s*tthgrA-.garden path lit
with post lamps or low-to-thend fixtures that illumine
surrounding shrubbery, as
I as the path itself? Does
ur garage have a light Avhich
ns on automatically, or is

IIu

fiCk lemmon

Is Concerned
With Pollution
Jack Lemmon is not only
concerned about air pollution.
He's doing something about it.
As this year's Christmas Seal
Chairman.
-The fight for clean air and
health has my priority," he says.
"Solutions to our other problems
get sort of academic if we're not
going to be around." First things
first.
Take one example of what's
worrying Lemmon. Estimates of
emissions of destructive nitrogen
oxides in the air—which
ati&r.avate the respiratory
system—were 17 million tons for
1966. The estimate for last year?
Six million tons higher. 'There's a
lot more to do to fight air
pollution.
It's no coincidence that
respiratory disease rates are
rising alongside pollution levels.
The number of new emphysema
patients seen by private
physicians, for example, more
than doubled between 1965 and
1970. Deaths from this disease
almost tripled in ten years.
What can Christmas Seals do?
Contributions help mobilize more
action groups against air
pollution, spread more medical
information to physicians,
hospitals, and patients about
better care and treatment, and
spur research. Christmas Seals
fight emphysema, tuberculosis,
air pollution, and smoking.
Lungs are for living.
Christmas Seals have a fullfledged fight ahead. Each year
more than a million Americans
are partially or completely
disabled by chronic respiratory
disease. Not to mention the
millions more who suffer from
acute diseases such as colds and
influenza.
Living—or dying—with
foul
air and diseased lungs isn't a
happy prospect for anyone. It
doesn't have to be that way.
There's a lot more to do.
"Use lots of Christmas Seals on
your holiday mail," Jack
Lemmon says. "It's a beautiful
tradition."
TURTLE
INSPECTION
PUSHED
MIAMI (UPI )—Metro commissioners Tuesday approved
institution of a $100 fine or 30
days in jail for persons who do
not have their turtles inspected.
Citing a health hazard, the
resolution covers anyone selling
or giving away turtles. Final
action will be taken Dec. 21.
PLANES BLAMELESS
HAWTHORNE, Nev. (UPI)—
Residents who have been jolted
by sonic booms were angered
Tuesday when the earth shook
as fighter
planes zoomed
overhead.
But it turned out that a small
earthquake had occurred just
as the planes flew overhead. '
"They tell me some people
were in the street shaking their
fists at the airplanes," said
Alan Ryal of the University of
Nevada Reno Seismology Laboratory, who confirmed that
the planes were blameless.

activated by a switch adjacent
to the door? Is the walkway
between garage and house
well-lit? This is a }time area for
prowlers."
Safety hints
If you can't answer yes to
these questions, your lighting
should be improved for your
family's safety.
AHLI has developed stan
dards of safe lighting which dll
be adapted to individual requirements. Out-of-doors, the
Institute suggests:
— Entrance. A pair of wallmounted lanterns should flank
the door, or a suspended fixture
should be hung above the key
side of the door. These should
contain bulbs of at least 40
watts-each for proper identification of callers. Back entries also
should be well illuminated.
Special care should be taken to
have all stairs well lighted.
— Walkways. Post lamps
should be positioned every
fifteen feet along the path.
Low-to-the-ground fixtures are
suitable also. Light should be
directed downward so glare will
not blind the walker.
— Grounds. For emergency,
two keatherproof 150-watt
PAR 38 floodlamps should be
mounted high on trees or under
the eaves of the house to five
broad general illumination of
the entire property. These
should be activated by is switch
inside the house. If any floodlights are to be used for other
than emergency, be sure they
are positioned so as itOt to
disturb neighbors. Swimming
pools and other possible outdoor hazards should be clearly
illuminated.
— Garage. One enclosed fixture, holding a 100-walt bulb,
should be located on the wall
either side of the car. The switch
should be located directly
adjacent to garage door for
immediate lighting. A mounted
lantern outside is a good idea
here too, but if one is not used
keep car lights on until garage
interior is lighted. A remote
control switch inside the house
will allow lights to be switched
on and off conveniently -from
the safety ofindoors.
Indoor hints
For indoor lighting, A111.1
makes these suggestions:

free light. If the mirror is
wall-to-wall, there should be a
row of shielded lamps.
AHLI stresses hair dryers,
shavers, plug-in radios or other
electrical devices never should
be used while in the bathtub,
because of the danger of
a -Os

M

In

cent bulbs may be used for
general lighting. Again, table
lamps or wall fixtures will
supplement general lighting and
provide light for special
purposes.
— Stairs. People fall on stairs
because they miss handrails, or
there are no handrails, or they
trip os era loose rug at thy- top of
thr landing, because steps are in
a poor state of repair. or because
s4.imeone left something on the
steps to "take upstairs later.'

All of these hazards should not
exist, first off, but if they do,
proper lighting would make
them noticeable.
Technically, whether you
have a sweeping staircase or
basement
utilitarian
rough
steps, the lighting needs are the
same. Interior or exterior stairs
should be lighted top and
bottom st ith at least a 75-watt
bulb., Permanent night lights
will provide added safety.
Stairway light should not

THURSDAY—DECEMBER 9, 1971
shine in your eyes,since it could
cause a misstep, particularly in
dimly lit surroundings. The best
light is a diffused one which
casts a pool of light over landing
and steps.
What is the cost of lighting
security? AHLI says burning
one 100-watt bulb inside your
home costs 0.19 cent per hour,
or five hours of illumination for
a penny. Exterior lights cost
two cents per hour for a
100-watt bulb.
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Tape
Recorder
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Telephone Pick-up

the most dangerous room in the
house, according to the National Safety Council. This is largely
because falls result from the
absence of good overhead lighting fixtures, and the lack of wall
switches near the door. Groping
for lamps in the dark is
hazardous.
For a small bedroom, less
than 125 square feet, AHLI
recommends an attractive
ceiling fixture, lit by
one 120 to 180-watt bulb or
three 40-watt bulbs. For a larger
room, more than 225 square
feet, either a large ceiling fixture
can be used, or off-center
suspended fixtures, plus recessed wall lighting, to softly
illumine the room. A room of
this size can combine bed-sitting
room functions. Provision
should be made, of course, for
additional lighting as required bedlamps, reading, desk lamps,
and perhaps small safety night
lights.
— Kitchen. The second most
dangerous room,accounting for
10 to 12 per cent of all falls, the
kitchen requires both overall
lighting and concentrated
"task" lighting over individual
work areas. A woman working.
often in a hurry and under
pressure, perhaps with small
children or animals underfoot,
handling hot utensils, using
sharp knives, needs good light
The ideal kitchen, according
to AHLI, will include one
general lighting fixture for
&proximately every 50 square
feet of space. This should have a
total of 175-200 watts incandescent or 60-80 watts fluorescent. Task lighting should include wall or cabinet-mounted
20-watt fluorescent tubes or
120-watts of incandescent bulbs
for every three feet of counter
space. The sink and range areas,
should he lit by wall-mounted
brackets, located 14 to 22
inches above the appliance, with
a minimum of one 30-watt
fluorescent or 75-watt incandescent bulb as the light source.
These will direct light downward on work areas.
— Bath. For safety's sake,
the bath must have a clear,
strong light. Ilere a man shaves,
a child or adult receives first aid,
one steps on slippery, shower,
wet floors.
There should be one ceiling
--Mime, recessed or surface.
mounted, with two 60-watt or
one COO-watt bulb. A cabinet
mirror, essential for make-up or
shaving, should be flanked on
either side by one 20-watt
fluorescent tube, or two
40-watt incandescent 'bulbs,
shielded for shadow-free, glire-,
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doorway
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By BARBARA HARTUNG
Copley News Service

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

411

1967 TWO BEDROOM 12'x60'
mobile home, lived in Pe years.
Excellent condition. Phone 7537484 after 4:30p.m.
D15NC

25%
OR

NEW TECUMSEH 3 H.P. mini
bike. If interested phone 7535870.
D11C

ALL
WOOL
SUITS

25%
Off

FOUR NEW electric stoves, table
top models. Copper boilers and
uttering
Without
a word, it's two copper kettles.
Phone 753possible to greet your neigh- 9917.
Latest Styles. Good Selection
D11C
bors and your friends with a
happy holiday greeting. And
All Sizes- Regular and Long
that's by decorating the entry
ONE BOY'S and one girl's 26"
of your home at Christmas
bicycle, reconditioned.time
Perhaps there's something Reasonable. Phone 496-2155, D11C
Isbi.shest. 5.0k.sviis
sentimental
about
the
Frowict,!--)
Stripes and Solids ..5.4 3ra Strew
de•
>riA
1143
threshold of .a home, but the LOFTY PILE, free from soil is
•Po'
the
carpet
cleaned with Blue
Wash and Wear
front entry, the front door arid
the front porch have a sort of Lustre. Rent new electric
VALUES
AT $12 and $13
symbolic meaning and they set shampooer $1. Western Auto,
FIRST GREETING -Believed to be the first Christmas card, this design by
Home
of
for
stage
British artist John Horsley was published in 1843--the year Charles Dickens
what is yet to
"The Wishing
the
Well."
come.
nublished his "Christmas Carol." It depicts a typical early Victorian Christ
D11C
So even if you don't plan a
mas family gathering, with reminders about good will, particularly toward
the
movie set of extravagant AKC REGISTERED white Toy
less fortunate.
outdoor decorations, why not Poodle, male, 10 weeks old.
trim your exterior entry with Phone 753-6015.
Always the moralist, he was
D11C
something special that says
never .hare 80
1 ' than
at
hello
and
Christma
Merry
s.
Christmas, a time he saw for
The project need not be com- ViEIMARANER
recalling and upholding all the
PUPPIES, AKC
plicated or expensive to be litter.
Christian virtues of charity.
.4
Phone 753-4647,
D11C
effective. In fact, some of the
love, family fidelity and
interesti
most
ng
decoratio
ns
household happiness - despite
are those representing more
the imperfections which
12'x60' CAPRICE mobile home,
fire.
So
creativity than cash.
marred
his
own
domestic
life.
Dickens - a grey, grimy,
.4
By ROBERT BETI'S
three bedrooms, 141 baths, exNorth 15th St
Murray, Ky.
A door open, and in comes
Here
are
a
few
ideas
and
Particula
rly he saw it as a
usually bustling city that now is
Copley News Service cellent condition. Phone 753nanny, stiff in starched bonnet
suggestio
ns
from
four
interior
hushed by the approach of time for children. "It is good to
LONDON - A big candlelit and apron,
DI1P
designers-all members of the 8732.
to take them off to
Christmas, its stern outlines be children sometimes, and
Christmas tree, glittering with bed.
It's Christmas Eve, and a
National Society of Interior
never
Across from MSU Library
better
than
at
Christma
softened under a mantel of
tinsel and loaded with gifts tied big
s,
day lies ahead.
Designers. Their suggestions EIGHT PIECE ladies left hand
when its mighty Founder was a
up in colored ribbons, stands in
fresh
white
snow.
A few miles away, in Loncould be copied or expanded or golf clubs in red vinyl bag. Used
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
the drawing-room of a genIt falls on roof and steeple child Himself," he wrote.
don's rat-ridden slums, a poor
merely provide the germ of an only twice. Like new. $70.00.
It was a time when his
tleman's home in Victorian
and
descends
into
narrow,
wretch shares out thin broth
Phone 753-7374.
idea totally new.
8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Weekdays
D11P
London.
winding streets. It settles upon concern for the plight of poor,
and some crusts of bread
Deborah
North
likes
hang
to
unloved
children
His children, a little, pinkno
a
group
doubt
of
carollers
as
they
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturdays
among her hungry, ragged
partially open paper umbrellas 1967 TWO BEDROOM 12'x60'
stemming from memories of
cheeked girl in curls and
children, and wonders if sing on a street corner under his own
inverted
from
ceiling
the
of
the
111
mobile home, lived in
years.
neglected childhood pinafore, and a boy in velvet
the yellow light of a lantern, on
there'll be sufficient fuel for a
entry and fill them with fluffy Excellent condition. Phone 753knickerbockers and lace collar,
a cloaked gentleman in curly was most eloquently exfire on Christmas Day.
angel's
hair, leaves and 7494 after 4 30 p.m.
romp in front of a crackling log
D13C HOOVER PORTABLE washing BE GENTLE, be kind, to
brimmed topper and on his pressed.
It is the London of Charles
that
miruature flickering lights. To
Dickens wrote several
crmolined, caped, and bonmachine, two years old. Phone expensive carpet, clean with Blue
make
them
most
effective
Mrs.
FLOOR LENGTH formal, size 8, 753-9948.
neted lady as they alight from Christmas stories, but the most
D1OC Lustre. Rent electric shampooer,
North sprays the umbrellas orange chiffon over taffeta, long
their carriage to enter an famous of them all is "A
$1. Big K.
D11C
and large showy leaves with sleeves puffed at the wrist. Worn
elegant house that is aglow Christmas Carol," published in
AKC REGISTERED Poodle
paint.
For
one
holiday
1843.
display
with festive cheer
only once. Also shoes dyed to puppies, 12 weeks old. Dewor- THE IDEAL Christmas present,
she sprayed the umbrellas and
It has all the classic
The snowflakes also flutter
miniature brown AKC registered
match. Mrs. C. R. Butterworth, med. Phone 7534.379.
D1OC
leaves a metallic gold and
for
down into dark alleys where ingredients
popular
Poodles. One male, one female.
435 4443.
D9P
Christmas reading today. - added white angel's hair. For
footpads lurk, into dreary slum
Will be available for Christmas
Corner of 4th & Elm
another arrangement she
cold winter's night and cozy
streets from which urchins
SMALL PARROT, cage, stand,
Phone 753-9263.
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brilliant
a
family
hot
pink
fireside, seasonal fare
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emerge to beg a copper from a
$15.00. Saxaphone, Conn E-flat
paint
ay
for the umbrellas
ORGANS
and festive cheer, carollers in
ipamme-by.
AMERICAN HOME Dale mobile
12-6 p.m. Saturday
added fuchsia and gold Alto,$90.00. Phone 753-8941. D9C
the snow, and a chain-rattling
' Dickens's London is a city of
home, 127030', three bedrooms,
Sales
Service
Accents.
ghost
whose
frighteni
ng
visions
palaces and debtors prisons, of
Pe baths, wanted someone to
2-6 p.m. Sunday
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convert a cold, mean heart into
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LEACH'S
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commerci
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$25.00.
Phone
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TV
753umbrella
work
s
best
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this
a joyous well of goodwill
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9646
D13C
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arrangement when they are 9807.
toward men.
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about
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of
s
the
way
It
is
a
simple
story,
with
a
merrily on the hearth, and of
open and they create a sort of CAR TAPE player, speakers, despite footsteps of a busy GOOD USED washer and dryer.
sentimentality that is probably
cold, cheerless orphanages
tapes, tape box. Best offer. Also family. Buy Blue Lustre. Rent Excellent condition. Dunn's T.V.
hanging basket effect.
overplay
ed for the modern
where the only warmth is a
NOW
electric shampooer $1. Murray & Appliance, 118 South 12th
finishing
As
a
touch
Mrs. Tachometer, best offer. Phone
reader_ The horrifying moans
birch rod on a boy's behind.
Reg. 79'
Home & Auto Store.
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after
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6:30
p.m.
North added several different
of Marley's ghost may still
He knew both worlds, and he
rear.
gossamer
butterflie
-sizes
of
s
to
D9C
send
shivers
down
the spine
wrote feelingly about them
rest on the handle and the edge PIANO IN storage. Beautiful COUCH AND chair, recently
But the vision of crippled Tiny
Master
NOW
of
the
vivid
Like
new. CHRISTMAS PUPPIES! Choose
Tim, with his "plaintive little of the open umbrella. And she spinet-console stored locally. reupholstered.
description, Dickens used his
Reg. '2.00
voice," clinging to Bob Crat- finishes with the attachment of Reported like new. Responsible Reasonable. Phone 753-6097. D1OC yours now, will hold. Registered
art for social criticism. Not
St. Bernards
chit's back and ailing for want a beautiful Christmas or- party can take at big saving on
Great with
only did he thrill his readers
nament hanging from the end low payment balance. Write
children. Reasonable, terms
of
food, but finally saved from
with
his
stories.
He
wrung
NOW
pity
for$1
Joplin,
of the handle with a bow. , Joplin Piano Inc
Melody-Ayre
Kennels,
from their hearts with his death and made happy by the
Reg. 98'
Ethel Siegelman suggests Missouri 64801.
DlOP
bounteous generosity of a
Buchanan, Tennessee, phone 901descriptions of the desperate
taking a half of a Christmas
New Starter 10 Gallon
converted Scrooge, was enough
247-3345.
Shirley
ousery of the poor. Into his
to wring tears out of the less- tree I look for a lop-sided one AKC REGISTERED German
Garden Center
fictional plots he wove a thread
and use just the best side), Shepherd puppies, two males,
5N N. 4th
of awful truth about social evils sophisticated Victorian reader
Cratchit represented the anchoring it to a door. Then one female. $60.00 males, $50.00
Prices Reduced to
of
his
day.
We Now Have A Complete Line of
decorate
unbreaka
with
it
poor, downtrixiden class of the
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How many social and
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NOTICE
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NOTICE
PROFESSIONAL SANTA Claus
for parties or stores. Will visit
children on Christmas Eve.
Phone 7N3-6-503.
1TC

Off

H & R USED Furniture Store has
got two new loads of old antique
furniture. Come by and see us or
call 753-6676 or 753-4716.
P11C

Ion
ng

BURNT CYLINDER oil, approximately 200 gallons. Free for
the asking. Western Kentucky
Stages busline, 6th and Walnut.
Murray, Kentucky.
D11C

NTS

Real Pit Bar-1144
Sandwiches )5.60)
Dinners 51.6.5)
or by the lb. 1$2.251

25%
Off

ige
urray, Kve,

Weekdays
Saturdays
be kind, to that
et, clean with Blue
lectric shampooer,
D11C
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n AKC registered
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D20C
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Kennels,
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veeper model 75.
ing center and
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electric sham;Drug
D11C
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10 each. Phone
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TRIANGLE INN

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION SALE
December 11, 1971 - 10:00 AM.
For the Estate of the Late Felix J. Brame
Many antique and collector item guns and
ammunition. All gunsmith tools, such as one
Atlas metal lathe and tools, one Iogan model
911281 lathe and fools, grainders, wilders,
Relsaw chain saw sharpner and all kinds of
gun reloading equipment, power, shot and
slugs. Lots of other shop equipment. In case
of rain or snow, sale will be held the following
Saturday.

Roy Brame, Administrator
Route 1, Box 134
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
Phone-88.5-B12

OXES

ILE
er yard

HEM
:R

-

NEW TWO bedroom duplex, wet.
to wall carpet with central heat
and air. $110.00 per month. Phone
753-7850.
TFC

PARADE SADDLE; smal
Wilson pony parade saddle
bridle and blanket. Almost new
$25.00. Phone 753-9007.
D13C

ROOM WITH private entrance,
within walking distance of
university. Phone 753-1387. D1OC
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
living room, kitchen, bathroom
with shower and bath. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th Street, phone
753-6609.
D14C
THREE
ROOM
furnished
apartment with
carpeting,
garbage disposal and lots of
closets. Can be seen at Owen's
Food Market, 1407 West Main.
D11C

Aluminum
Plates
23-1/16X35"
.009 Thick
These plates are perfect
for siding or roofing
barns, for placing around
bottom of mobile homes
to keep out the wind
and snow, and for many
other uses such as
"building out"
mice or rats.

HELP WANTED
EXTRA NICE one bedroom
furnished doerp..ent, kt block
EXPERIENCED BODY man.
1100
from college. Couples only. No
Apply in person. Bogard Motor
pets. ElectriVieat and air conAUCTION
SALE, Saturday,
Sales across from Colonial House
AUTOS t'OR SALE
A ditioner. Phone 753-9135 or 753Smorgasbord.
D9C December 11, 1:00 p.m. rain or
D15C
shine at the Howard Kline home 1964 GALAXIE 500, automatic, 4478.
Call at
in New Concord. Due to bad power steering, good motor.
FtIFCTROLUX SALES & SerTHREE
Body
CHRISTMAS? WHY not a•
condition.
fair
ROOM
$250.00.
unfurnished
health Mr. and Mrs. Howard
PLANNED
vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky., CM, Shapemakers Gift
D9C apartment,located 109 North 12th
Kline have sold their grocery Phone 753-5238.
Good Tasting Food that
Certificate,
PROMOTIONAL
103 N 4th St.
Amders, phone 382-2468, Far- Phone 753-2962.
Street to widowed lady or settled
sticks to the ribs. Eat here
store and will sell household
D3ONC
rhington, Kentucky.
TFC
couple.
OPPORTUNI
1971
Very
DATSUN,
TY
reasonable
Murray, Ky.
1200
rent
to
coupe, dark
goods, hand tools, antiques, boat
or take out.
right person. Phone 753-5842 or
green,
air
conditioner
and
and
mag
motor.
N
This
position
offers a
TRIANGLE INN
D11C
Selling electric cook stove, wheels. 7,000 miles. Phone 753- 753-1302.
,areer opportunity thrOtgh
1969 TRIUMPH TlOOR
Hazel Rd
753-4953
electric roaster, breakfast set, 8345 after 4:00 p.m.
planned advancement to
motorcycle. Good condition,
And
D20C 30' x 50' BUILDING with air modified.
dining room suite, vacuum
management levels and
$450.00. Phone 753compressor and auto hoist
cleaner,
air
conditioner,
higher earnings. ApIf You
'7770.
D14C
SHOES
Located
at
4th
and
Pine.
Extra
1957
CHEVROLET, standard
automatic washer and dryer,
plicants should have some
DISC
desk, two bedroom suites, shift, 6 cylinder, four good tires. large lot. Phone 753-3018.
college training or a high
The Lynnville Shoe Store has
oscilating fan; antiques are Runs good. $125.00. Phone 753school
diploma
with
Call
done it again. They are overGood
TWO
BEDROOM
8498.
brick
duplex
dinner bell, kettles, etc.
D9C
business experience.
with air conditioning, electric stocked with ladies boots. They
Selection of
14' Crestliner aluminum boat,
Applicants must have good
have the latest suede granny
20 H.P. Johnson motor and tanks, 1969 VOLKSWAGEN Excellent heat, ceramic tile bath with boots in navy, brown and black.
driving record
DOUBLE KNIT PANTS
Between 6:00 p.m.
shower.
$100.00
per
condition
month.
$1,000.00.
Phone
Can
be
seen
Silver
Trol trolling motor, like
We offer a good starting
They also have the latest stretch
Fancy and Solids
D15C boots.
new Dilley boat trailer, all kinds at Sears, in Southside Shopping 753-6931.
and 7:00 p.m. In The
salary, plus liberal emThey have the latest
of hand tools, 24' aluminum Center or phone 753-3501 after
ployee benefits.
holiday boot in gold and silver
and Evening
TO
COUPLE
or
with
6:00p.m.
one
child,
7
D1OC
ladder,
wheel
barrow, sledge
For an interview apand the little girl's granny boot in
If you know your route
month old two bedroom furnished
Double Knit
hammer and wedges. 7" heavy
pointment, call or write to:
any color. Lynnville Shoe Store,
boy's number, please call
duty Miller Falls skill saw. 6-12-18 OLDSMOBTLE: CLEAN
1962 house with carport. Also two Sam Perry owner. Open five days
SPORT COATS & SUITS
MR.C.P. WILLIAMS
him first. If you get no
boat battery charger, like new. four door hardtop. All power and bedroom furnished mobile home. per week 8:30. till 6:00, Saturday
results then call John
C.I.T. FINANCIAL
D11C
Remington chain saw, like new. factory air. Runs fine. 1104 Phone 489-2595.
Stripes. Solids or Fancy
8:30 till 5:00,Sunday 1:00 p.m. till
Pasco , Jr. at the above
SERVICES
Lots and lots more. Come be with Fairlane. Phone 753-3460. DI1P
600.
D21C
number during the hours
us. Terry Shoemaker AucFOUR ROOM furnished apartGood Selection of nr
Southside Shopping
listed
1966
OPEL
tioneer.
CADEriE,
excellent ment, carpeted, electric heat, air
D1OC
( tr. 753-6702
condition. Six good tires and conditioned. Available January
SHOES AND BOOTS
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
AUCTION SALE, Saturday, wheels. Price $625.00. See at 4th. $100.00 per month. Phone 753An Equal Opportunity
by.Jairnan & Bostonian
for rent or sale. Rent applies to
December 11th, 10:00 a.m.rain or Johnson's Arco, Five Points, or 6425 days or 753-5962 nights. D13C
Employer
purchase. Lonardo Piano comshine in block east of Baptist call 753-8124.
DI1C
Two-Tones • Solids
pany, across from Post Office,
Church in Hazel, Kentucky.
FURNISHED HOUSE for 4 or 5
WANTED: EXPERIENCED'
Paris, Tennessee.
Mrs. Ellen Hodges sold her 1971 CHEVROLET pickup truck, college students. 320 Woodlawn
D1OC
Mechanic. Apply in person to
home and will sell all furniture in long wheel base, good condition. Ave. Phone 753-3040.
Extra NICE
BELTS
by Tex-Tan & Hickok
D13P
Sanders and Purdom, 1406 West
large home and garage apart- Good tires. Priced to sell. E. J.
Main.
Our Fish Dinners are
DlOC ment,
such as nice bed and dining McReynolds, Dexter, KenSEVEN ROOM furnished house,
Best Selection in Town
strictly Winners
room furniture, china cabinet, tucky.
DlOP available now. Near University.
WANTED: SOMEONE to rake short
pretty couch, large old time
Reg. Fish Dinners- $1.60
SHIRTS AND TIES
Carpeted and air conditioned.
leaves off yard. Phone Henry
piano, cane bottom chairs, and
atfish Dinners - $2.00
$125.00 per month. Phone 753-64M
500 N 4th
FOR RENT
Hargis,753-5710.
D9C
by Grant. Sero,
sewing chair I real nice ) desk,
Whole broiled flounder $2.10
days or 753-5962 nights.
D13C as€,
Ns143.64e,U.
6V
,
u1,,s
odd
beds,
springs and mat- TWO BEDROOM duplex with
Fish & Chips - 1.95
Shapely and Oxford
TEXAS OIL Company has
tresses, wood cabinet, electric stove, refrigerator, air conTrue Chips-Not French
opening in Murray area. No stoves
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
and refrigerators, deep ditioner, washer and dryer. $90.001.
fries
not
Age
necessary
experience
Here or go
freeze and
contents, fans,
*******
important. Good character a
*******
**************
month' with $5" deP°$itl*
heaters, rotary tiller, power saw, Per
Phone 753-5792.
D1OC
must. We train. Air mail A F.
100 cans fruit, vegetables, jams.
Dickerson, Pres., Southwestern
753-4943
Outbuilding full of skillets, tea THREE BEDROOM unfurnished
Petroleum Corp., Ft. Worth,
kettles, irons, picture frame, oil house, close to University. Phone
D11C
Tex
lamps, lantern gas and oil, 753-5541.
D1OC
churns, quilts, blankets, small
braided rugs, other rugs. Two old WILL HAVE one to three trailers
machines, power mower, potato for rent January 1st. Apply only
oven and so many things and a lot in person to Brandon Dill
North 15th Street
Murray. Ky.
at Dill's
FEMALE CASHIER
of junk to browse through.
Trailer Court after 4:00 p.m. any
,
1
Across From MSU Library
WAITRESS
Dress for the winter and spend afternoon. No phone calls please.
the day,eats and drinks. Douglas Located at Murray
Day Shift
Drive In
PHONE 753-3242
Shoemaker in charge of
TO BLOOM
Theater entrance.
D11C
10:30- 5:00
sale
D1OC
8:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m. Weekdays
THRU CHRISTMAS
Apply In Person
FURNISHED OR unfurnished
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Saturday
SERVICES OFFERED
apartment, two bedrooms,
If for any reason it does
Long John Silvers
FOR ALL your home additions, central air and heat. Fully
not, just bring your plant in and it will
So. 12th Street
alterations, remodeling, etc. carpeted. Phone 753-4331. D11C
%%e push Vegetables
Free
Estimates.Phone 753Vegetable Plate (3 veg.) $.59- until Christmas
be replaced free of charge.
NICE ONE bedroom furnished
WANTED: AFTERNOON dish- 6123.
TFC
Good tasting-healthful-satisfying-economical
apartment.
bedroom
Two
washer from 1:00 p.m. to 8 00
Here or Go.
apartment, unfurnished. Phone
p.m. Rudy's Restaurant, 753- SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
753-5079.
D9C
hoe
753Camp,
work
Res
Phone
1)11C'
1632.
TFC
TRAILERS; ONE two bedroom,
CARROLL'S PLUMBING & all electric, private, $65.00 per
BLUE MARLIN
CARD OF THANKS
li
Maintenance, Coldwater. Phone month. One small one bedroom,
CLUB
Are You Looking to
TI'TI' $35.00 per month. Phone 489We wish to express our sincere 489-2295.
A Unique Gift Under
Friday Night
thanks and appreciation to our
-2595•
D9C *
trucking,
•*
friends, neighbors and relatives BULLDOZER WORK,
THE BARONS
$5.00? visit the
*
and
dirt
fill
gravel,
bank
also
for
the
flowers,
We raise our own
beautiful
cards,
Saturday Night
food and every other kindness topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or
TFC
THE
NOT SHIPPED IN!
SHOP DOWNTOWN Murra shown to us in the sudden death of 354-8161 after 6:00 p.m.
IN THE COUNTRY
MEN-SAY-SHUNS
Saturday, while your children see'our dear husband, father and
1 Block from5 Point
Most beautiful Poinsettias
PIANO STUDENTS needed next
174-Hp
the FREE movie at the Capri.' brother, Polk Steele.
Open Sunday Afte
M.S.U. music major, Want good natured,
semester.
Tickets are Free from par- Our special thanks to the Firewe have ever had! All sizes
noonsTillChristrna
Marietta O'Bryan instructor; has
honest people
ticipating stores.
D1OC Rescue Squad, Sheriff Clyde experience. $2.50 per half hour.1
ATTRACTIVE PROPOSITION
Steele, relatives, friends, and
D1OC
Reasonable Rates
for married couple to live in
'
ahyone that helped in any way in Phone 767-4709.
Doran
Joe
&
(So.
house with elderly gentleman
locating Polk's body. Also to Bro.
playing in St. Louis, Frt.
Call
FREE ESTIMATE dn septic tank who is still able to care for
Hargis and Bro. Miller for their TWO HIGH school girls will
back at the Triangle
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC himself. Phone 753-8118
Mrs. Connie Lampe
DI1P
1533751
home. Phone 753502.M,, 4th
comforting
words, the singers, babysit in your
Saturday, beginning 5:30
D1OC
2300.
OR
436-2173
and the Max Churchill Funeral
p.m.
TRIANGLE INN
Home.
WILL STr with young or elderly
God bless all of you.
while you have free time out. TWO BEDROOM furnished
SANTA CLAUS will be in Murray
Ophie Lee and Sharon Steele Phone 753-7570.
DlIC trailer at University Heights
again this year He has asked the
Brothers and Sisters
Mobile Homes. Carpeted, color
Gamma Gamma chapter of Beta
1TP WILL DO house painting, interior television, electric heat, deposit
Sigma Phi to make appointments
or exterior, professional ex- and references required. Phone
for him to visit the children
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols 1,000 GALLON PROPANE gas
In Store
perience. Fully equipped to do T53-5191 days or 753-7358 after
LOST & FOUND
between
in their homes
TFC in Kentucky. No increase in tank. Price $125.00. Phone 753any job. Guaranteed satisfaction. 5:00p.m.
D1OC
December 13 and 23. To receive
prices. Country Boy Stores, 1343.
489-2287.
DISC
REDUCED
your choice of time and day, LOST: WHITE Pointer, female
THREE BEDROOM unfurnished Army Surplus, 9 miles from
please call 753-2591 after 5:00 bird dog. Wearing collar with ETACKHOE OR dozer services. house at 304 North ltth Street. HopkinsvWe. Junction 117 and ONE BOAR: 38 Bred sows, all
p.m. weekdays and all day Jackie Newberry's name. Phone Expert work. Reasonable. Phone Phone Robert H. Hopkins, 753- Kentucky 164. Open Sundays until will pig by Christmas. Phone 753D9C 753-9807.
D9P
D11( SOO
Saturday.
TFC 5422 or 753-5833.
D11C Earl Steele, 753-5082
D1OP 4:00p.m.

25' each

I

Ledger & Times

Miss Your Paper
753-7278

FLOCKED
TREES

SHIRLEY
GARDEN CENTER

TRIANGLE INN

THE COLLEGE SHOP

LIONS
CLUB

POINSETTIAS
Long Lasting Variety

Help Wanted

*
• °• k ar.•

GUARANTEED

• *.=i4

RADIO
AUCTION
on

WNBS

1TRIANGLE INN!

ORDER EARLY

Wed., Dec. 8
Thurs., Dec. 9
6.30 p.m
10.30 p.m.

THEY WILL LAST

THOUSANDS TO CHOOSE FROM!

The Gallery

el)(29010

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

SHARE MY HOME

41

SHIRLEY FLORIST

p=m-vmvx-vm-kgx-km-vmvx-vvor

SHIRLEY GREENH1053U8S9,,
ES
****5*00**N*4*th******************4*

„IMONTGOMERY WARDSF,
0•

SALE AGENCY

Items
0
r Ordered Before
Dec. 20, Here In Time for Christmas!;4

TOYS 10T

1
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Board Tightens Controls
On Construction Contracts

THURSDAY-DECEMBER 9, 1971

Sunday Sale Charges
In Paducah Dismissed

Several Persons Fined In City
Court In The Past Two Sessions

PADUCAH, Ky. (UPI) -City
police court judge Kenneth
Burkhart Wednesday declared
Paducah's liberal Sunday closing
law invalid and dismissed more
than 80 summonses issued
against four local businesses
charged with blue law violations.

Persons have been charged, operator's license, fined $50.0()
By DONALD FINLEN
entered pleas of guilty, and been costs $10.00.
posed of public, contractor and
WASHINGTON (UPI) -The
fined in the City Court of City Dan L. Robertson, reckless
union representatives, was set
Pay Board has tightened its Up in
Judge William Donald Overbey driving, fined $50.00 costs $10.00.
April by President
control over contract settleWilliam A. French, speeding,
in the court sessions held on
Nixon to curb construction
ments in the construction
November 26 and December 3. fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
wage increases that in 1970 had
industry in an effort to bring
Names placed on the permanent Robert L. Burton, Jr.,
averaged about 18 per cent, In dismissing the cases,
building trades wage agreecourt records were as follows: speeding, fined $10.00 costs
more than twice the average Burkhart told the store owners
ments more in line with its 5.5
James N. Coursey, driving $10.00.
for factorh workers.
that the city law in places conper cent annual guideline.
while intoxicated and driving on George Weeks, driving while
When the Pay Board, also flicted with the state law
In a meeting Wednesday
revoked license, fined $500.00 Intoxicated and driving on
tripartite, was established for regulating Sunday closing and
night, the Pay Board and the
costs $10.00, sentenced to six revoked license,fined $200.00 cost
Nixon's Phase II wage controls, thus the local rule was invalid.
Construction Industry Stabiliza$10.00, thirty days in jail.
months in jail.
CISC was placed under its
tion Committee (CLSC) agreed
Pat Bernard Wallis, driving Barry Eugene Jones, reckless
authority. But the Pay Board Burkhart, an announced
to establish a six-man subcomwhile intoxicated, fined $100.00 driving, fined $25.00 costs $10.00.
then gave CISC blanket authori- candidate for the 1st district
mittee to work out specific
Cathy G. ?retie, shoplifting,
costs $10.00.
ty to continue operating, but Democratic congressional
procedures to assure conformiLeonard A. Clarkson, driving fined $50.00 costs $10.00.
under the board's 5.5 per cent nomination, said he did not have
ty with the announced policies
Kirk,
while intoxicated, amended to Robert
public
guideline rather than CISC's proper evidence to prosecute the
of the pay board." In the
reckless driving, fined $100.00 drunkenness, three days in jail.
original guidelines of 6 per cent firms under state law, but
meantime, the temporary
Richard E. McCaskill, reckless
costs $10.00.
a yean plus equity adjustments warned that they could be
Students from the Murray High School Speech Club (NFL ) placed
freeze on construction contracts
in the finals at the Lexington
Danny
prosecuted under state statutes if
K.
Lawrence, driving. fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
beyond that.
Henry Clay High School meet last weekend. They are, left to right, Barbara
settled after Aug. 15 will
Howard. Rodger Reed, disregarding stop sign, fined
But the Pay Board, with they were open next Sunday.
Paula Parker, Leslie Bartholomy, Debbie Shinners, and David Garrison.
continue.
.
.
- some of its members upset
The Club will be traveling
$10.00 costs $10.00.
at The businesses charged were
Union
to
County
this
a
weekend fr a meet
The Pay Board had ordered the size
Hugh
W.
Thompson,
of the agreements discount store,
a drug store and
members of the constitution approved
disregarding stop sign, fined
by the CISC, has now two groceries
.
committee to explain why decided
$10.00, costs of $10.00 suspended.
to reassert some of its
agreement they have approved control
Cathey Johnson, shoplifting, Mayfield Feeder Pig Sale
11
over the committee. The Paducah law prohibited
have averaged twice the board's
fined $50.00 costs $10.00.
December 8, 1971
One public member described businesses from selling
5.5 per cent a year increase the
Dennis Wayne McCoy, driving Total Head - 181
new relationship as "much items on Sunday, while state
(Continued from Page 1)
law
certai
nDea
guideline. The board Mao asked closer
while intoxicated, amended to Compared to last week $1.00 to
liaison" between the two forbids certain businesses from
party and would be pledged to the
why some settlements have panels.
reckless driving, fined $100.00, no goo higher.
operating at all on Sunday.
candidate getting the highest
WESTFIELD, N.J. ( UP!)- early Novembe
allowed retroactivity during the
Inspection sticker, fined $10.00,
r had been a vote.
The delegates could be
Patricia List, 16, had worked
wage-price freeze despite The
costs $10.00.
Lightweight under 25 lbs. 30.25
;salesman for State Mutual Life released
at
the
hard to get the lead role in Insurance
party convention
general ban.
Mitchell D. Ellis, shoplifting,
Company of America or before
by the candidate. Then
"Streetcar Named Desire," but and
Government sources said thp
fined $50.00 costs $10.00.
a Sunday school teacher at they
US. No, 1-2 26-35 lbs. 32.75
would be free to vote for the
In early November her drama the
general tone of the Wednesday
Thomas M. Williams, driving U. S. No. 1-2 36-* )bs. 37.15 4
local Lutheran church.
candidat
e
of
their choice.
workshop was told she would
meeting made one thing clearwhile intoxicated, amended to US. No, 1-2 46-55 lbs, 33.75
The notes to the schools, the
Six bills were pre-filed in each
not be able to appear in the excuse
the pay board expects the CISC
reackless driving, fined $100.00 U.S. No. 1-2 56-69 lbs. 28.25
of
a
vacation
and
WASHIN
GTON
house
(UPI)
-The
necessar
Wednesd
y
ay.
to
stop
A
the
debate
joint
to put wage settlement more in
play,
discontinuing the mail apcosts $10.00.
US. No. 1-2 70-89 lbs. 23.00
resolution was also filed that
line with the 5.5 per cent Senate agreed today to vote at and force a confirmation vote. On Nov. 10, notes were sent parently were part of
Thomas Clinton Broach, U.S. No. 3 2645 lbs. 32.25
an
noon
EST
Friday
would provide $27,600 in state
on a motion The GOP leadership filed a to the schools which Patricia
guideline, although the board
driving while intoxicated, U.S. No. 3 36-45 lbs 35.25
elaborate attempt to conceal
funds to purchase a set of the
itself approved a first year 15.5 to shut off the week-long debate petition for cloture-a device to and her two brothers, John, 15, the five murders, officials
amended to reckless driving, U.S. No. 3 46-55 lbs. 32.00
said.
on
the
Supreme
Court
Kentuck
nominastop
y
debate-l
Revised Statutes, fined
ate Wednesday. and Frederick, 12, attended, Autopsies
per cent pay and benefit
$100.013 costs $10.00.
showed young John, Kentuck
U.S. No. 4 26-35 23.50
tion of William H. Rehnuuist.
y's laws, for each
Griffin said the Republicans sapifky would not be in
increase foc coal miners.
Kenneth Gordon Clark, no Boars 56-69 24.75
who
police
theorized
had
put
up
Senate Republican Whip would offer a second cloture class because the family
member
of
the
legislatu
re.
The board let stand some 450
was a struggle, had been shot 10 to
90-100 lbs. 22.75
The Senate bills include ones to
agreements approved by the Robert P. Griffin said he was petition later today as insur- taking a vacation to North 12 times
and
the
others
had
"very
close"
to
having the ance if they lose Friday. That Carolina.
prevent a motorist from fleeing a
CISC that were negotiated prior
been shot once in the head. All
signal from a police officer by
to the wage-price freeze that required two-thirds majority would require another vote on The day before, the post had been
dr
dead for more than a Ignoring
the signal; require a
Saturday to shut off debate. office had been notified to stop
started Aug 15. despite their
(Continued from Page 1)
month and it appeared some report
of any motor vehicle acUnder Senate rules, a cloture delivering the mail to the
average increase of nearly 11
were killed in other sections of cident
of a Panamanian freighter hit
motion must be voted on within $90,000 home of John E. List
resulting in $200 or more in
per cent a year and despite the
near Chittagong said in Ranthe house and dragged to the damage
two
or
days
if
it
after it is filed.
involves death goon
fact some of them provided
and family in the affluent New ballroom
one crewman was killed Federal State Market News
. The grandmother the current
property damage
retroactivity during the freeze.
Jersey suburb.
and two wounded. He said a Service
lived in an apartment upstairs. requiring
a report is $100), and
'The tripartite CISC, comRehnquist, whose record on For the next month the 18Tuesday December 7 Murray,
Danish ship also was hit.
civil rights has been criticized, room mansion remained ap- The disappearance of the require gasoline vendors to label
Kentucky
Both
sides
reported
sinking
or
picked up
more support parently empty. The paint family caused little notice in their pumps with the octane damaging submari
Murray Livestock Market.
nes.
Ram
Livestock weighed on arrival.
Four traffic collisions were Wednesday and appeared cer- began to peel and the lawn was the suburb where executives ratings and additives in their told the cheering Indian
parlicluttered with unraked leaves. move in and out frequently fuel.
investigated by the Murray tain of confirmation.
ament that a second Pakistani
If debate is cut off Friday, There was no activity in the without making close friends. Also, a bill to require any law
1Police Department on Tuesday.
submarine had been sunk and Cattle this week 200
No injuries were listed on the each Senator would have one yard and no one came or went. Edwin 'lien°, instructor at officer who investigates a motor that Pakistan has
Calves this week 15
so far lost
hour to speak on the nomina- Until Tuesday.
Patricia's drama workshop, vehicle accident to file a report three warships
!reports filed by the officers.
, nine gunboats
COMPARED TO LAST WEEY :
The first occurred at 9:01 am. tion. The time is not transfera- Acting on the suspicions of became concerned when a with the State Department of and two submarin
es.
between a 1961 Chevrolet four ble and not all would take the some neighbors, two policemen truant officer visited the house Public Safety and a bill for the Pakistani spokesme
All represented classes steady.
in
n
Kadoor hard top owned by Tony opportunity to speak In that entered the house Tuesday and Nov. 22 and found no one home. state to pay for vehicle liability rachi said the Pakistani
navy
Ilia/10
Thomas and driven by Debora B case, it was expected a final found the bodies of the three
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility
began
talking
to insurance for all state employes badly damaged a Soviet-made
Brittain Thomas of Murray R vote on the nomination would children and their mother, neighbors and they finally operating state-owned vehicles. submarine of the Indian Navy 20.00-22.00, Cutter 18.50-20.00,
By Unite Press International Route Three,and a 1971 Datsun take place late Friday.
Helen, next to each other on top asked the police to investigate. In the house, bills were pre- 47 miles south of Karachi
Canner 16.00-18.50.
on
Heavy snow, freezing rain four door station wagon owned by
Cloture normally is used to of sleeping bags on the empty
SLAUGHTER CALVES: Mixed
Except for Patricia, a pretty ttied to allow two or more Wednesday and that a destroyand high winds continued to Donald Rye of 508 South 13th stop a filibuster But Sen. Birch ballroom floor. They had been girl with long straight hair
counties to form special districts
who
er and a frigate were following Good and Choice 240-350 lbs.
blanket the western portion of Street. Murray.
D. Bayh, D-Ind., leader of the shot to death. In an upstairs starred in several other plays, such as water or sewer districts; up today in
hopes of confirming 30.00-36.00.
the nation today as two
FEEDER STEERS: Choice
Mrs. Thomas told police she anti-Rehnquist forces, denied closet, police found the child- neighbors considered the family allow an auctioneer licensed in the kill. A spokesman said the
powerful storm systems re- had parked her car on North 5th any filibuster was in progress. ren's grandmother - List's reclusive. They said the child- other states to be granted a
lbs. 38.00-41.00, high
submarine was leaking oil 300-40
mained anchored overhead,
Choice up to 43.00, 400-500 lbs
Street headed south near Walnut "How can this be a filibuster mother-Mrs. Alma List, 85, ren's mother apparently was license in Kentucky without an badly.
Heavy snow warnings were Street and had started walking up when we've been debating this shot in the head.
bedridden and List worked hard examination; grant police India reported more succes- 35.00-38.00,500-600 lbs. 32.00-35.00,
posted for the south central the sidewalk She said she looked nonunation only two days?" , A warrant was issued for the to make up for it.
powers to county dog wardens,
ses in the Comilla region of mixed Good and Choice 300-400
1 arrest of John
Rockies and the adjacent plains back pnd saw her car rolling Bayh asked.
-He gave every appearance and prohibit state payment for East Pakistan today and said lbs. 35.00-38.00, 500-600 lbs. 32.00List, who until
of New Mexico while blizzard backwards,turn crossway of
A key factor in forcing a
of being a hardworking, dedi- stock losses in counties that do capture of two more villages 35.00, mixed Good and Choice 300s the
warnings were in effect for the street, and collided with the quick vote was that Congress
cated father," said Dr. William not have a dog warden. The price had opened the way to Dacca. 400 lbs. 35.00-38.00, 400-500 Ite
southwest portion of Montana. Datsun parked on North 5th wanted to adjourn. If Bayh
Cunnicj Jr., a neighbor. "He of dog tags would be hiked from Calcutta dispatches said East 32.00-35.00,500-600 lbs. 30.00-33.00,
Los Alamos. N.M. was Street headed north, according
played baseball with the boys in $1.50 to $2.50.
to could have delayed Senate
Pakistani
refugees
were Good 300-400 lbs. 33.00-35.00, 400buried under nearly a foot of the police report.
action until next year, he thinks
the back yard. He took them to The generic drug bill, which streaming back into the East. 500 lbs. 31.00-33.00, 500-600 lbs.
new snow and 10 inches of snow
Damage to the Datsun was on he might have generated
little league games. He drove caused a controversy in the last In New Delhi, the rebel 28.00-31.00.
covered Jemez Springs, N.M. the left front door and left front enough public support against NEW YORK (UPI)-Stocks the kids everywhere, and
FEEDER HEIFERS: Choice
he did session of the legislature, is back Etangla Desh government raised
opened lower in moderat
Rain and gales lashed the fender, but no damage was Rehnquist to defeat him.
300-400
lbs. 33.00-35.00, high
the marketing too, because his again.
trading Thursday.
its
green,
red
and gold flag
Pacific Northwest coast during reported to the Thomas car.
wife had a vision problem and The house bill would set up a over its mission in New Delhi Choice up to 38.00, 400-500 lbs.
Profit
taking
turned
But
that
apparentl
the
y
was
the early morning hours while Trucks involved in a collision at
not
committee of physicians to
market mixed Wednesday. couldn't drive."
and boasted that the flag would 30.00-33.00, mixed Good and
in the cards.
more than eight inches of snow 3:50p.m. were a 1963 GMC lor
Betty De Voe, who lived determine a list of brand-name fly soon over Dacca.
Choice 300-400 lbs. 30.00-33.00, 400ton Rehnquist
While
analysts
believed it could
picked up key
blanketed Omak, Wash,
drugs that have comparable, but
truck owned by Gleneth Wisehart
500 lbs. 27.00-30.00
last a little longer, they were across the street, said she
support
Wednesda
y
when
Sen.
High winds combined with and driven by
believed Mrs. List had suffered sometimes less expensive,
Ronald Gene William
confident
it
would
not
disrupt
Proxmire
, D-Wis.,
snow and blowing snow reduced Wisehart of Almo Route One, and non
generic equivalents.
„ed in a floor peech anhe the basic trend of the list, a nervous breakdown and spent
visibilities in the southwestern a 1961 Ford ei ton truck owned by
Another bill would prohibit
most
of
her
time
bed.
in
She
which
they said is upward.
portion of Montana to near zero Lakeland, Southside Shopping would vote for him.
stockyar
ds in the state from
she
had
said
not
seen
Mrs.
List
(Continued from Page 1 I
as severe weather warnings Center, and driven by Maud Rehnquist also sought to allay Some felt that if an internation- in five years,
remaining open from midnight to
almost
the
entire
al
monetar
y
doubts
on his position on school
settlement is
were posted. At Livingston, Russell James of Murray Route
8
a.m
organization. The other was the
desegregation. He wrote a reached next week in Washing- time the family lived here.
Mont., wind gusts were better Five
late Carrie Allison White in 1960.
"Patricia
was the
true
ton,
the
Dow
letter
Jones
to
inlustrial
Sen.
James 0.
than 70 miles an hour with a Police said the Ford truck
Funeral services for Mrs.
Five others have received
average, which closed at 854.85 mother of the family," Mrs. De
Cloteel Butterworth of 304 North
recorded peak of 90 miles an pulled out onto South 12th Street Eastland, D-Miss., chairman of
Distingui
shed
Service
Awards:
said.
Voe
Wednesda
y, could go to 900 by
the
y Committee,
hour.
off the Liberty Super Market saying Judiciar
the late Dr. John W. Carr in 1953; 5th street, Murray, are being
"She was absent from school
.
year-end.
Gusts of up to 80 miles an parking lot and collided with the
From
retired
Athletic Director Roy held today at two p.m. at the
The
"... 1 wish to state unequivo- Shortly after the opening, the quite a bit and we heard it was
hour forced the closure of Wisehart truck going south on
Stewart,
1960; Alexander, 1962; chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
because
her
mother
wanted
her
Dow
was
off 0.15 at 854.70
cally that I fully support the
Interstate 90 and U.S. 10 South 12th Street
Stewart,
Dr.
1965, and Mrs. Dew Funeral Home with Bro. Roy
cook
for
the
family,"
to
said
legal reasoning and the right- Declines topped advances, in
between Bozeman and Big Damage to
Beasley officiating.
Drop
Rowlett
in 1968.
Alice Mance, a classmate. "We
the Wisebart truck ness from the
standpoint of to 105, among the 342 issues on
Timber, Mont., as visibility in was on the left side
By United Press International
"Although our people must Pallbearers are Earl Steele,
and to the fundamen
heard
a
stories
of
lot
about
all
the
tape.
tal fairness of the
the area reportedly dropped Lakeland truck on the right front
WASHINGTON - President travel considerably further to James Thurmond, J.H. Walston,
British
Brown decision."
Petroleum, which her mother, but Pat would tell
down to one-sixteenth of a mile. fender.
Nixon,
outlining a plan to participate in
the state Jim Gough, Gene McDougal, and
nothing."
dropped a point Wednesday, you
Semi-trailer
trucks, snow South llth Street and Story He referred to the 1954
encourage 14 million persons to organization's activities," Dr. Jim Wilson. Interment will be in
Alma
List
will
Mrs.
buried
be
added
Is
to
12%
Supreme
among the oils.
Court decision which
plows and an unknown number Avenue was the scene of a
Monday in Bay City, Mich., save for old age by giving them, William G. Read, vice-rpesident the Murray Cemetery with the
of private cars were blown off collision at 4:46 p.m. between a said segregated public schools Atlantic Richfield and Standard
for academic affairs at Murray arrangements by the BlalockHelen List, survived by a tax break:
Mrs.
of California gained LA each to
were unconstitutional.
the slick, wind-swept road.
"The fart that a man is self- State, said, "it Ls significant to Coleman Funeral Home.
1972 Oldsmobile four door driven
mother,
three
brothers
her
and
52%
and
64%,
Rehnquis
t felt such an avowal
respectively.
Continuing sub-zero tempera- by Graham Bolin Jones of
Mrs. Butterworth, age 71, who
a sister, and a daughter by reliant, however, does not mean note the professional leadership
tures created logjams of ice Murray, and a 1970 Opel two door of support for the decision was Jersey Standard rose L4 to 71,
retired as an employee of the
that
governme
nt
reflected
should
in
recogniti
the
not
do
on
given
marriage
previous
and
the
,
above Great Falls, Mont., in hardtop driven by Marilyn Reed necessary because his Senate but Natornas lost a point at a
three List children will be its part to cultivate individual our health, physical education South Central Bell Telephone
the Missouri River slowing the Mitchell of Princeton Route One. opponents were using a memo- 62%. Getty surrendered Ls to
responsibility, to provide incen- and recreation faculty by this Company in 1960 after thirty-five
81,
as
did
randum he wrote as a law clerk
Texaco to 33%. buried Saturday in Westfield,
water flow
necessary
for Police said Jones was going
tives
and rewards to those who large
and
services
prestigious years service, died Tuesday at
at
the
after
Lutheran
hydroelectric power. Power wouth on South llth Street and in 1952 to Justice Robert Occidental held unchanged at
11:20 p.m. at the Murrayorganization."
Church of the Redeemer, where lake care of themselves "
10.
Jackson.
problems were felt as far south pulled out into Story Avenue
Calloway County Hospital
Sunday
taught
school.
List
In
the
steels,
U.S. Steel and
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